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An experimental and analytical investigation was conducted to

determine the free surface shapes of circular liquid Jets impinging
normal to sharp-edged disks under both normal and zero gravity con-

ditions. An order of magnitude analysis was conducted indicating re-
gions where viscous forces were not significant when computing free
surface shapes. The demarcation between the viscous and inviscid re-
gion was found to depend upon the flow Reynolds number and the ratio
between the Jet and disk radius.

Experiments conducted under zero gravity conditions yielded
three distinct flow patterns. These flow patterns were defined as
surface tension flow, transition flow, and inertia flow. The flow
regions were classified ia terms of the relative effects of surface

tension and inertial forces. The transition between regions was cor-
related with the system Weber number and the ratio of the jet to the

disk radius. The normal gravity plume shapes were observed to jump
from one apparently stable flow pattern to another until steady-state
was reached.

A zero gravity inviscld analysis was performed in which the
governing equations and boundary conditions in the physical plane
were transformed into an inverse plane. In the inverse plane, the
stream function and velocity potential became the coordinates thus

removing the prime difficulty in free surface problems, that of hav-

ing to guess at the true position of the free surface. The governing
equations were nonlinear in the inverse plane thus requiring a nu-
merical solution lu which sets of nonlinear algebraic equations were
solved simultaneously. Comparisons between experiment and numerical
computations were made for the infinlte and finite plate cases with

the result that good agreement for the free surface shapes were ob-
tained.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A kpowledge of the dynamics of free liquid Jets is required for

the solution of a variety of problems associated with fluid flow

within propellant tanks under low gravitational conditions. In par-

ticular, an understanding of the liquid Jet - impact process, as

occurs when liquid impinges upon baffles or tank walls during an in-

flo_ or reorientationmaneuver, will be required in order to predict

liquid-propellant location, heat transfer rates and pressure distribu-

tions. The area of liquid Jet impingement also has direct applicabil-

ity to the spacecraft fire safety problem, in which water Jets are

employed as extlngulshant agents under low gravity conditions. In

order to be'able to predict required delivery flow rates, the accurste

prediction of flow surface coverage as a function of Jet momentum is

needed.

There generally appears to be three chief obstacles which have

in the past prohibited the attainment of solutions to steady-state

liquid Jet-solld interaction problems. The major obstacle is the

presence of the free surface. In order to apply numerical techniques

to the solution of free-Jst problems it is necessary to define the area

over which the computations are made by boundaries defined by the free

liquid surface. Unfortunately, the locatlon of the free-surface is

one of the items sought from the solution so that various techniques

must be devised to circumven_ this situation. Furthermore, analytical

techniques are restricted solely to two-dimensional problems, whether

' I
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a free surface exists or not. The second obstacle is gravity. Liquid

Jets in air (free Jets), unlike liquid-into-liquid Jets and gas-into-

gas Jets (submerged Jets), are affected significantly by gravitational

forces. The free-surface shape and velocity profiles are dependent on

both the magnitude and the orientation of gravity. The addition of

gravity necessarily complicates a model either through the governing

equation or through the boundary coudltlous. Neglecting gravity in

the model makes questionable the comparison of the theory with normal-

gravity experimental data. The final obstacle is surface tension, an

effect which has generally been neglected in almost all studies on

free Jets. The addition of surface tension into a model leads to non-

linear free surface boundary conditions.

The purpose of this report is to present the results of an exper-

imental and analytlcal study conducted at the NASA Lewis Research Cen-

tez concerning zero gravity isothermal liquid jet impingement. An

a_Ism_netric liquid jet was impinged normally onto a sharp-edged disk

under conditions in which both inertial and surface tension forces

are of importance. The experimental free surface shapes were corre-

lated with known system parameters. An analytical model was formu-

lated and the free surface shapes and streanLZines were calculated for

a number of discrete cases.

I

' I
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II. LITERATURESURVEY

A. Experimental Studies

Very few experimental studies have been conducted to examine free

Jets impinging on solid surfaces. No work has been conducted where

the major concern was either the shape of the free surface or the was-

urement of veJocity profiles within the jet. Also, only one experi-

ment ha_ been conducted using s two-dimensional Jet. A two-dimensional

Jet is one in which the flow emanates from a rectangular slot in which

the width of the Jet is very large relative to the thickness of the Jet.

Schach (38) measured the pressure distribution and analytically calcu-

lated the free surface shape and velocity distributions for Jets im-

pinging onto flat panels at various impingement inclinations relative

to the direction of flow. The Jet employed had dimensions of 21 by

115 _m. According to Schach, the Jet diverged spatially after imping-

ing upon the panel and thus it can only be considered as truly two-

dimensional close to the eenterline. An excellent account of an

elaborate experimental apparatus for o_aining a quiescent circular

water Jet in normal gravity is giv_t by Donnelly, et al. (11).

Their major concern was Jet stability under imposed audio frequency

disturbances and, therefore, the impingement phenomenon was not di-

rectly observed. Rupe (37) and $tephens (41) experimentally meas-

ured the pressure distribution caused by circular jets striking solid

surfaces in normal gravity. However, neither Rupe or Stephens meaa-

I
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ured the free-surface shape or discussed any instabilities which oc-

curred.

In nearly all flows where a circular liquid Jet strikes a large

flat surface, typically what happens in normal gravity is that the

liquid Jet impinges on the surface and moves radially outward from

the stagnation point until a certain radial distance is reached

whereupon an instability known as a circular hydraulic Jump occurs.

The Jump is characterised by an abrupt increase in the liquid depth

and turbulent fluid motion. Koloseus, et al. (22) were concerned

solely with predicting the behavior of the circular hydraulic Jump.

A water jet impinging on a flat plate of epoxy materlal was employed

in these experiments. The circular hydraulic Jump was the s,bject

for a very complete study conducted by Nirapathdongporn (33), whose

report contains an excellent description of various devices for meas-

uring Jet shapes and Jet diameters.

All of the above mentioned studies deal with normal-gravlty,

llquld jet-solld impingement. There have been no experimental studies

on the impingement of liquid Jets under zero-gravity conditions.

B. Analytical Studies

I. Steady two-dlmenslonal potential flow. - A number of papers

and books have discussed steady-state two-dlmenslonal free Jets im-

pinging on a variety of surfaces using analytical techniques. The

majority of these studies were concerned with Irrotatlonal, incom-

pressible, inviscid flow, in which the effects of gravity and surface

tension were neglected. One of the major attractions of this type of

problem is that it can be handled using complex potential theory and,

therefore_ can be treated analytically.

i I
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A two-dimenslonal Jet striking an infinitely flat surface at

various angles was examined by Batchelor (4), who solved for the limit-

ing stream thickness as a function of flow impingement angle and Jet

diameter. However, no attempt was made to predict free-streamline

shape. 8chach (38) treated the impingement as a function of angle

using Prandtl's hodograph method, and obtained the equations for the

free surface shapes, flow distribution, and pressure distribution for

the case of impingement on an infinitely wide plate. Kochln, et

al. (21) also examined the. impingement of a two-dlmenslonal Jet

obliquely to an infinite flat plate, and discussed the case of im-

pingement on a plate of finite length. The equation of the free-

surface for the case of a two-dlmenslonal Jet striking _ flat surface

at right angles is presented by Milne-Thomson (30) _,u also solved

for the velocity components within the Jet. An excellent discussion

of the techniques fJr handling two-dlmensional free jet problems is

presented by GurevJch (14). Some of the two-dimensional flows ex-

amlned by Gurev!ch include flow around a finite wedge, perpendicular

to a finite plate, obliquely to an infinite f]_t plat., and flows

where a variety of solid objects are positioned adjacent to one wall

or between two walls. Chang, et al. (9) analyzed the two-dlmenslonal

flow of a jet interacting with a number of flat segments at angleo to

one another. The results include flow turning angles but not free

surface shapes or velocity profiles. The irrotatlonal flow pattern

of a free jet discharging from a slot and flowing past a wedge was

analyzed by Arbhabbirama (3). All of the above texts and articles

were concerned with analytlca] techniques for obtaining so]ut|ons.

The area of steady two-dimenslonal potential flew represents the most

I
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complete area of research in the field of Jet impingement.

2. Steady axlsym_strie viscous flow. - Watson (43) has analyti-

cally investigated free Jet-impingemen_ fc_ the case of large Reynolds

numbers where the viscous forces are confined to a thin boundary layer

adjacent to the plate. A slmilzrity solution was obtained for both

the twn-dimeneional and axieym_etric velocity profiles and free sur-

face shapes for the ease of normal impingement. As mentioned by

Watson, the similarity solution can only be expected to be valid when

the radial distance is sufficiently large for the incident jet to have

lost its influence. The effects of gravity and surface tension were

neglected in the analysis. Watson solved for the radial position of

the circular hydraulic Jump.

C. Numerical Studies

I. Steady two-dlmensional potential flow. - When the shape of

the solid upon which the Jet impinges becomes complex, numerical

techniques for the solution of free jet problems have to be appllcd.

Jeppson (19) presents an excellent article in this regard. Jeppson

employed the stream function and the velocity potential as the inde-

pendent variables end the coordinates as the dependent variables. A

similar inversion approach has been previously used to s_Ive a variety

of fluid dynamics problems as shown in references 5, 20, 31, 42,

and 44 and is mainly attributable to Them and Apelt (42). Using this

technique, Jeppson was able to e_rcumvent the problem of working in

the physical plane and having to guess at the true position of the

free surface. The latter iteratlve approach was used in references

i, 8, 13, 27, 32, 36, and 40 with limited success. Jeppson solved

the problem of the two-dlmenslonel flow over a wedge, and, as such, is

00000001-TSB06
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the only one to have attempted numerical solutions of tht_ problem.

Lastly, Chan (7) applied the finite element method to a number of

free-surface flow problems, including the flow from a circular ori-

fice.

2. Steady axisymmetrlc potential flow. - The solution of axl-

symmetric flow problems cannot utilize the powerful tool of complex

analysis. For this reason, only numerical solutions can be attempted

for problems of chls nature.

LeClerc (25) studied the impingement of an axially symmetric

liquid Jet perpendicular to a flat surface. The shape of the free

surface was found using an electrlcal analogy. This method thus

fixed the position of the free surface and enabled the author to _p-

ply standard flnlte-dlfferenclng methods and employ Southwell's re-

laxatlon technique to solve Laplace's equation. Jeppson (19) applied

his inversion technique to find the flow pattern and free-surface

shape for the case of axlsym_etric flow past a variety of bodies of

revolution, includlng cones. Jeppson also applied his technique to

the solution of a Jet of invlscld, incompressible fluid issuing from

a nozzle into the free atmosphere, He indicates how his method may

be extended to a variety of other problems, Schach (39) used a semi-

analytical technique based on Trefftzts approximate method to find

the shape of an axlsymmetrle free Jet impinging normally on a plate.

Also presented in Schach's article was the pressure distribution on

the plate which was calculated from the velocity distribution using

Bernoulli's equation. Young, et al. (45) and Br1..ausr (6) determined

the flow pattern past two disks immersed in axicy_meCrlc flow. Both

Young and Brunauer solved Laplace's equation in the physlcal plane.

00000001-TSB07
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No analyses have been conducted for the case in which an invisaid

free Jet impinges upon a plate of finite thickness.
i
__ The articles mentioned above encompass all the known solutions

with regard to axisymmetric Jet impingement. References 7, 8, 20,

27, and 40 deal specifically with numerical methods applied to free

=: surface problems in which no impingement occurs, Jeppson (20) em-

ployed an inverse formulation while the others worked in the physi-

cal plane.

3. Unsteady two-dlmenslonal and axls_etrie potential flow. -

Huang (17, 18) has investigated unsteady flows and considered the

impact phenomena for both two-dlmenslonal and axlsylmetric jets.

The major interest in these articles was in obtaining the initlal

pressure distribution due to liquid impact,

4. Steady potential flow including gravitational effects. -

The addition of gravity in analyses for potential flows causes no

serious formulation problem for either the two-dimenslonai or axl-

symmetric case. The reason for this is because its effect enters

only through the free-surface boundary conditions and not the gov-

erning equations. Jeppson (19) included gravity in his analysis of

the impingement on a two-dlmensional wedge. Moayerl, et el. (31)

Southwell, et el. (40) and Chan (8), all considered the effect of

gravity in dealing with steady, potential, free-surface problems in

which no impingement occurs.

5. Stead._ potential flow Includln_ surface tension. - Zhukovskll

(46) has indicated how to include the effects of st_rface tension, He

examilled a two-dlmensional problem using complex analysls, but his

method is not extendable to either axisy_etric or three-dlmens_on_d

00000001-TSB08
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flows.

6. Stead_ three-dJmensional p_)fi_!nti/iJ_ flt)w. - Ilntll w.ry rt, ce.t-

ly, very little had been accomplished in the area of thr/,e-dimensional

potential flow with a free surface, much less including impingement.

Davis and Jeppaon (10) developed a computer program to solve free-

surface problems of this type using the inverse method. Michelson

(28, 29) also examined Jets under these conditions. He treated the

case of an axisym_etrlc jet impinging obliquely on a flat surface,

and analytically showed the occurrence of wedge-shaped dry zones when

the impingement angle was less than a critical value. Free-surface

shapes are not obtainable using Micheleon's method.

i
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"_- Ill. ORDER OF MA[_NITUDE ANAIXS]S

A. Formulatlon

The problem under consideration Is the viscous flow of a circular

- liquid Jet as it impinges normally to an infinite flat plate, as shown

in Figure i. The objective is to determine the free surface shape of

the impingln8 liquid and the velocity profiles within the Jet. In gen-

eral, flows of the type described will defend on viscous, surface ten-

sion, inertial and body forces. Physical intuition tells us that If

the velocity is large and the diameter of the plate Is sufficiently

small, there will Le regions wherein viscous forces are not of prime

importance in determining the resulting flow behavior, particularly

the free surface shape. The _iscous forces, in this case, will be con-

fined to a thin boundary layer on the plate which originates from the

stagnation point. The location of the stagnatioe point Is shown in

Figure I. The jet or nozzle radius is Ro and the distance between

the plate and nozzle is given as H. A cyllndrica] coordinate system

_ (r,z) emanating from the stagnation point _s chosen. An order of mag-

nltude analysis will permit the governing equations to be s_mpllf_ed

so that an analytical solution can be attempted. For axisymmctr[,',.

isothermal_ incompressible steady flow under weightless conditions,

the governing equations in cylindrical coordinates can be written:

Con t In,ity :

I (r_O + ,)v
r ,r ;_ _ 0 (1)

lO

!



• i T

II

i_oment um:

r Component 1

3u + v " .... + IJ' -- (ru) + (?)

z Cempenent :

8z ,_z2J (3)

Boundary conditions are required on the flat plate, along the

axls ef symmetry, at the nozzle exit, on the free surface, and at

r=L.

On plate

u=0

on z = 0, e11 r (4)
v= 0

Along axls of sy_nnetry

u=O

on r = 0, all z (5)
_v
_r

At the nozzle

v _ -V

on 0 < r 5.Ro, z --a (6)
u=0

At r=L

u = u(z)
on r = I,,0 < z < f(L) (7)

v = v(z)

On the free surface, denoted by zs = f(r), two boundary eondl-

tlons are required since tl_e free surfnce position Js an unknown to h,.

determined ¢1;_ part of the solution. Tile details of the calculation

F
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[or the baundary conditions along the free surfnce can ht, fo_u]d h_ Ap-

pen¢ltx A, (See eqs, (A,lO) .nd (A,14).)

On the free surface

• dr _ . V2 _ o on _ f(r)
2 pr dr r ::= 7df\ _ z

y1 (8)

and

df

-u _ + v = 0 on Zs = f(r) (9)

In equation (4), the no-flow and no-slip boundary conditions are

applied at the wall. Equation (5) is a statement involving the known

geometrical sy_etry of the problem, while equation (6) imposes an

initially unifom velocity profile on the incoming Jet. Equation (7)

simply states the velocity distribution as the liquid leaves tllecon-

trol volume. Equation (8) is a statement of conservation of mechanlcal

energy along a strea_ine, while equation (9) states that the normal

! velocity component on a streamline Is zero. me second terms on the

left and right sides of equation (8) are the contribution of surface

tension to the mechanlcal energy balance.

me solution of the problem can be greatly facilitated by slmpll-

lying equations (I) to (8). Specifically, the method of obtaining the

minimum parametric representation of a problem will be employed in

order to simplify the governing equations. This method is described

in detall by Krantz (23) and is the most systematic approach for scal-

ing the governing equations. The initial step in the minlmnm paramet-

ric representation method is to form dimensionless variaL1es by intro-

ducinK characteristic scale factors for all dependent and independent

!-- : '.... ' 00000001 '-TSB12
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variables. The unknown scale factors are defined as Uo, Vo, r o, zo,

Po, and re.

Dimen_ionleas variables are now defined as:

u* " _ v* " _y_v r* - _rr z* - z. p* - -_- f* - -_- (i0)
Uo' Vo j re' Zo' Pc' fo

Introducing these dimensionless variables into the differential

equations and boundary conditions, and arbitrarily making the coeffx-

cleat of one term in each differential equation and boundary condition

equal to unity, results in:

Continuity:

UoZo 1 D
_v* + (r'u*) = 0 (11)
Dz* Vor ° r* Dr*

Momentum:

r Component:

2 2

PUoZo Du* PVoZo Du* PoZo _p*
U* _ + V* =

ro_ p Dz* roPU ° Dr*

z2

+ o D[,_,2Dr* _r*_ (r*u*)] + _2---v' (12)r Dz.2
0

z Component:

UoZ---9°u* _-_+ v* Dr___**= - __Po _p*
roy ° Dz* 2 Dz*

PVo

PZo ] D ( _v*_ ___R D2v* (13)
+ r_pV ° r* _r* r* _r*] + ZoPV ° _z,2

00000001-TSB13
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J_OiJlldar_ CO|]dJJLJ[l')llFl:

On wall

on z* _ O, aJ] r* (14)

V* _ 0

Along axis of symmetry

u*_0

on r* _' O, all z* (15)
3v_

--- ;= 0
,'/r*

At the nozzle

R
V O<r*< o

V* = V -- --r
o o (16)

H
U* = 0 z* = --

R
O

At r = L/R o

L
u* = u*(Z*) on r* = --r

o (17)

v* = v*(z)

On the free surface

½_ U2o 21 fo d r* dr*dr-*

_ ,2 + v* -

0

0

] V2 o , o
..... on z .... (IS)

2 V2 ,,R V} s z°
0 0 o

and

U t lT*f
.... df* , _ . o (lq)

V* 0 0 tl* -- = 0 on Z,qV r dr* z
o o o

O0000001-TSB14
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The scale factors must now be determined. This is done by setting

some of the resulting dimensionless groups In tileequations and bound-

ary conditions equal to zero or unity, the groups chosen depending upon

the physical conditions for which the equations are being scaled (23).

Characteristic lengths are usually determined from the dimensionless

groups generated by the boundary conditions, while characteristic

times, velocities, etc., are determined from dimensionless groups

generated by the differential equations. The guidelines in deter-

mining the unknown scale factors are:

(!) Do not introduce any mathematical contradictions

(2) Do not violate physical intuition.

Boundary conditions. - Examining the boundary conditions, it is

apparent that the follo_ing dimensionless groups are introduced:

f2 f UofoV Ro H L f(e) U_ _fo o o o

Vo' to' Zo' to' Zo ' V2,o .2 2' o2' PRoV _' z ' V rPVor ° r o o o

It is known that v has the range 0 to -V, r has the range

0 to L, z has the range 0 to B and f(r) also has the range

0 to H. Therefore_ setting,

__V = 1 and L = 1 (20)
V r
O O

implies that

V = V and r = L (21)
0 0

and yields two of the six unknown scale factors.

Some of the above remaining dimensionless groups cannot be set

equal to one or zero without introducing contradictions. Setting

V = V and r = L Into the above ratios, and since it would be cx-
O O

peered that

l
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f " z (22)
0 e

the following meaningful ratios remain:

z2 UoZ oR U_ az ° o

' .2.2' VL
Zo V2' pv L L2'

Settlng the second or fourth ratio equal to one or zero wo_Id violate

physical intuition. Therefore, the ratios to be considered are

H _Zo UoZo

' 2' VL
zo pV2L

At this point an attempt was made to set H/z ° = 1 such that ZO

would equal H. This seemed logical because 0 to H was the range

of z. However, this leads to some confusing results in terms of the

physics. For a given flow condition, it is argued that for a certain

(minimum) value of H up to H = =D the flow pattern in the vicinity

of the plate is not expected to change. This is shown schematically

in Figure 2. This argument has been experimentally verified and will

be discussed at some length in Section IV, Experimentation. The major

point is that H cannot be a characteristic length in the problem

either with reference to z° or fo' This leaves two remaining ra-

tios from consideration of the boundary condltloas.

uz g z
o and o___o

pV2L 2 VL

Aceordlngly_ all possible information from the boundary condi-

tions has been obtained. Two of the six scale factors and a reletlon-

ship between two others has been determined. The governing equations

must now be examined.

i ]i
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B. Continuity Equation

From the phy_ie_ of the problem, it _s _.uown that mass must he

i conserved. Hence, the continuity equation 1_ust be valid iu its dimen-

sionless form (eq. (Ii)). If the dimensionless derivativos _v*/_z*

and (i/r*)(_/_r*)(r*u*) are to be of the same order of magnitude, it

is required that

UoZ°
--- i (23)
Vr

Z_ O0

!_ With V = V and r 0 = L, it is found thato
i_ UoZ°

i, ---_---= 1 (24)

!- Solving for Uo,

VL
U =-- (25)
O Z°

This, of course, is an equation relating two unknowns, U° and zo. It

is noted that the same information could have been obtained by setting

the second of the two ratios remaining from the consideration of the

boundary conditions equal to one,

C. Momentum Equations

iX
It is the objective of this analysis to define that portion of

,W

___- the flow for which an Invlscid solution is valid. For this case, the

pressure forces are balanced by the inertia forces. This fact allows

us to deterPine the scale factor for the pressure, Po" If the dlmen-

slonless pressure gradient in equation (13) is to be the same order

" of magnitude as the dimensionless inertia term,

P

o= 1 (26)

L .

! i
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Thls implies that

V2
Po " 0 o = OV2 (27)

thus, the characteristic pressure is the stagnation value,

D. Physics of zo

The remaluta8 unknowu to be determined is z° , At this point

some physical arguments are necessary. Recall that it has been shown

that H cannot be considered as a characteristic scale factor for

the problem at hand for reasonably large values of H. However, the

free surface shape is expected to change as R° varies (see Flg. 3).

Therefore, from physical considerations thls suggest that character-

Istlc values of zo vary as Ro. Defining

z = a (28)
O O

_hen Uo can be found from equation (25),

V _,-_- (29)
o R

O

Su_oartztng, the following has been determined

V =V
O

r =L
O

Z = R
o O

f =g
O O

VL

o R
O

p = pV2
O

These scale factors can now be substituted into the governing

equations to obtain _he mlnlmum parametric representation _f the

problem. The results are as follows:



i9

Re u* _-_+ Re v _- = -Re3z* 3r*

3r* 3z,2

3v* av* _Reap *
Re u* _-_+ Re v* _z* = az*

2

at* \ _-_-_}+_0z,2 (31)

where Re is the ReyLolds number defined as

PVR o
Re = -- (32)

The equations are now in the form in which it can be determined what

the conditions must be such that viscous forces are not significant.

The major parameters in this probJem are (Ro/L) and Re. Since all

the starred or dlmensionless terms in equations (30) and (31) are of

tmlc order, only the coefficients of the individual terms need be

considered in order to make statements regarding simplifications.

Considering equation (30), it can be seen that since (Ro/L)2 <, 1,

both the inertia and pressure forces will be an order of magnitude

greater than the viscous forces provided that.

Re >_ I

Re(_) 2 >> 1 (33)

From equation (31), since (Ro/L)2 << i, no new information is ob-

talned. The governing equations will be reduced to a slmp]Ifled form

of Euler's equations of motion.

t
,
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2

u* a-_+ v*--- - _L/ (34)az* ar*

_v* _v...._* ap* (35)u*_r,+ v* az* = - as*

E. Results

Restricting the viscous forces to be at least _,,oorders of mag-

nitude smaller than the inertial or pressure forces, there results

Re E i00
• &

Re E i00 (36)

Since (Ro/L) is less than one by definitionj the coefficient to con-

sider is the second one in equation (36), since this will be the limit-

ing one. Under the followlng restrictions,

(i) Re _ i00

R

o < 1 (37)
i_ (2) L

;_ the Eulerts equation of motion are obtained. The equation

• Re(Ro/L)2i_ ffii00 is shown graphically in Figure 4. The llne shown in

i_ Figure 4 separates the invlscld from the viscous region. A physical

i_ understanding of the problem is made clearer by reference to this: plot. The higher the incoming jet Reynolds number becomes, the

thinner will be the boundary layer at some fixed radial position fromthe stagnation point. As seen from Figure 4, at lower values of the

ratio Ro/L (perhaps obtained by increasing the disk radius L),

_ higher Reynolds numbers are required in order to avoid viscous influ-

i_ ence. Finally, within the viscous region, the boundary layer will

l<
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grow until a radial length is reached where it becomes equal to the

free surface height. The effective design of an experiment is now

possible so that the flow can be considered essentially inviecid.

' !
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IV. ZERO GRAVITY EXPERIMENTATION

A. Apparatus and Procedure

1. Tes_ facility. - The experimental investigation was conducted

in the 2.2-second drop tower. The exact specifications of the fa-

cility, the mode of operation, and release and recovery systems are

described in detail in Appendix B. The drop tower provides us with

a 2.2 second weightless environment in which to conduct the tests.

2. Experiment. - The experiment package used to obtain the data

for this study is shown in Figure 5. It consists of an aluminum

frame in which were mounted the Jet reservoir, disk, a 16 millimeter

high speed motion picture camera, supply tank, backlighting scheme,

and batteries. The major functions were controlled by on-hoard se-

quence timers.

A diagram indicating the manner in which the flow system operates

is shown in Figure 6. This is a pressure controlled system in which

the flow was initiated by opening the solenoid valve. Prior to the

drop, liquid was contained in the line between the liquid supply tank

and the jet reservoir. In addition, the Jet reservoir was completely

filled with the test liquid.

Initially, the object was to employ two-dlmensional Jets during

the experiments. Schach (38), was the only author who investigated

two-dimenslonal Jets, although it is impossible to determine how rec-

tangular hie Jets really were. Several attempts were made to fabricate

a two-dimenslonal nozzle (slot) for use in the zero gravity studies.

2?

&
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Initiallyj the slots built were quite crude; a rectangular hole cut in

a section of plexlglase; a balsa wood Jet sealed with epoxy cement.

Later, slots were accurately designed in order to achieve the desired

flow. The slot length was arbitrarily chosen es 5 centimetcrs and its

width as 0.25 centimeters, Approximately 45* tapers were made to the,

opening along both the _ lde and narrow sides. The results of the zero

gravity testing were as follows: The Jet contracted in the long direc-

tion _5 em) and expanded in the narrow direction (0.25 cm). A tendency

to become cylindrical probably due to the effects of surface tension,

was observed. A redesigned version of the slot was tested, which em-

ployed absolutely no taper in the narrow direction. This also failed

to yield a rectangular jet. When these approximate slot Jets impinged

on various flat plates, the Jet diverged radially. In ether words, it

was impossible to prevent spreading in the lateral direction for an un-

constrained surface. Various methods were tried to eliminate this

lateral spreading and to force the impingement flow to be completely

two-dlmenslonal. The flow was impinged on rectangular plates having

the same width as that of the slot, 5 centimeters. The result of these

tests was that the liquid simply fell off or went around the plate.

A large rectangular plate was used and the region greater in width than

5 centimeters was sprayed with fluorocarbon since distilled water does

not wet a fluorocarbon surface. This also failed. All attempts at

using a two-dlmenslonal slot Jet were subsequently abandoned and axl-

sy_netrlc Jets were pursued.

A schematic drawing of the Jet reservoir, which was fabricated

out of acrylic plastic, is shown in Figures 7(a) and (b). The criticali
t

i feature of the jet reservoir is the 45° taper to a circular hole of

t

' 00000001L
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diameter D. The range of diameters studied was from 0.5 to 1.5 centi-

meters. In addition, tile transition between the circular hole and con-

ical taper was rounded smooth. The taper prohibits boundary layer

buildup and allows the liquid Jet to exit from the reservoir with a

nearly uniform velocity profile. Based on the experimental results of

reference 24, a total angle of 90° is more than sufficient to insure a

uniform exiting velocity profile over the range of Reynolds numbers

studied.

Sharp-edge disks, also fabricated from acrylic plastic, were

mounted above the Jet reservoir by means of a threaded rod such that

the flat surface of the disk was at right angles to the impinging ll-

quid Jet. Sharp-edged disks were employed in the study rather than

finite thickness disks in order to develop an analytical model for the

flow. As was learned later, the thickness of the disk edge is only of

importance for those flows dominated by the efftcts of surface ten-

sion. The diameters, 2L, of the disks were 2.0 and 3.0 centimeters.

A schematic drawing of the disks is shown in Figi_re 8.

3. Test llquids. - Two test liquids were employed, anhydrous

ethanol and trlchlorotrlfluoroethane. Their properties at 20 ° C are

listed in Table L No attempt was made to correct the fluid properties

for temperature changes. It is noted that both of these test fluids

possess a nearly 0" contact angle on an acrylic plastic surface. How-

ever, this was not the reason why they were chosen as test fluids.

They were chosen because of their relatlvely low viscosity and avail-

ability.

4. Test procedure. - Prior to a test run, the Jet reservoir, dlsk

and supply tanks were cleaned ultrasonically with a mlld detergent.

00000001-TSC10
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After these parts were rinsed with methanol, they were dried in a warm

air dryer. The supply tank was subsequently fflled with the test llq-

uid and the Jet reservoir was filled by pres_a_rizlng tilt, supply tank.

This procedure eliminated air bubbles from the lines ensuring accurate

flow rates. After the Jet reservoir was completely full, the supply

tank was sealed and two accumulator bottles (not shown in Fig. 5) were

pressurized with gaseous nitrogen to a predetermined value. The ac-

ct_m,tlator bottles were designed to be of such a volume that no appre-

ciable pressure drop occurred during the drop.

Electrical timers on the experiment package were set to control

the initiation and duration of all functions progra_ed during the

drop, The experiment package was then balanced and positioned within

the prebalanced drag shield. The wire support was attached to the ex-

periment package through an access hole in the shield (see Fig. B3(a)

in Appendix B). Properly sized spikes tips were installed on the drag

shield. Then the drag shield, with the experiment package inside, was

hoisted to the predrop position at the top of the facility (Fig. BI)

and connected to an external electrical power source. The wire support

was attached to the release system, and the entire assembly was sus-

pended from the wire. After final electrical checks were made and the

experiment package was switched to laternal power, the system was re-
[
I

leased. After comple_Ion of the test, the experiment package and drag
I

shield were returned to the preparation area.

g. Experimental Results

I. General considerations. - In addition to the measurement and

observation of steady state liquid flow patterns, two separate phenomena

were observed. First, no circular hydraulic Jump occurred during any

00000001-TSC11
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i of the tests even though they are a common occurrence under normal

gravity conditions. Secondly_ the initial impact of tileJet span the

solid surface provided another unusual phenomena, that of th_ rebound-

ing liquid droplot. At high flow rates, the Jet broke up prio, to im-

pinging upon the disk. The flLst droplet tended to impinge upon and

stick to the disk, spreading as it did. However, the second droplet

impinged and rebounded off this wetted surface sometimes into the in-

coming liquid Jet. This provided no serious problem with the attain-

merit of a steady state flow pattern since this all occurred during

the transient phase.

The Jet generally appeared to go through three phases during the

£mplngemen_ process. The initial phase, including the droplet pinch-

off and subsequent Implngement_ was termed the transient phase. After

a certain period of time, a steady state flow pattern was achieved

from which the free surface shapes were measured and observations

were made. A third phase was reached shortly after the Jet had

reached its equilibrium configuration. The flow pattern developed an

instability. Initially, the instability started from the jet which

began to oscillate, and then spread to the plume. Since the time over

which the Jet and flow pattern appeared stable and smooth was flnlte_

steady state data could be ebtained. It was observed that the time

before breakdown was inversely proportional to the back pressure dur-

ing the flow. At i psla, for example, the Jet remained stable for

1.5 seconds while at lO psi, it was stable for approxl_qtely 0.4 sec-

onds. An attempt was made to lengthen the time over which stability

occurred by packing the nozzle chamber with steel wool. This appenred

to he effective in improving the overall stability but had the negativl.

00000001 -TSO. 19
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effect of introducing a low h,v.I porl:.rh;lllou thrt,.gh,.ll lit,. t,,sl asd.

thus, was not employed durltlg ;llty t_f tht, t,Xl_erlment!_.

2. I':ff¢!qt - of .eo zzIe le_fl_!Lt. - :;,.vcral I esl _ wt, rr, ('t,lldUClOd lit I-

txally to ¢leLt:FIIIiR(_' Lhe elfect: of II. the distance I)el:wc_,ll lh(. n_)zzlt'

and the disk t on the e×pertmental flow pattern. 1! was determ|w.,d tllal

there is no affect on the liquid flow IWrovhled thai tlw rat.lo of thtr

nozzle height It to the Jet diameter ia grt_aler tim. 3. A_ ;J rt,sult,

all zero gravity experiments were conducted in order to eliminate this

effect. This fact, which was determined experimentally, supports the

argument made in Section III, Or__derof Magnitude, conceralng

the assertion that H could not be a scale factor for the axial co-

ordinate.

3. Steady state flow patterns. - The approximate steady state

flows for three different Jet veloc_tles are sho_al photographically in

Figure 9. The direction of flow of the liquid Jet is vertlcally up-

wards. The threaded rod and bolt observed in the film clips is the

disk holder which connects the sharp-edged disk assembly to the rig

frame. The Jet velocity increases from left to right in the figure.

Three dlstinet classifications of flow patterns were observed to occur

and are shown labeled in Figure 9 as surface tension flow, transition

flow, and inertia flow. Surface tension flow (Fig, 9(a)) Is defl,ed

as that flow in which the liquid flows completely arouud the disk wlth

no separation occurring from the disk edge. In trnnsltIon flow

(Fig. 9(h)), surface tenslu_* and inertia forces are both Importaut.

Transition flow is (lefflle(ias flow fn which separnt_on occt_rs from the

disk and the resulting liquid sheet either collect_; upon itself form-

fng an envelope or has the tendency to do so. Inertia flow (Fig. 9(c))

r
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is defined a_ that f?tow In which tile lJ,l.Jd rlelJalttten frt_m th,' di:d_

___ with no ] ,.quid turuJllg towill:dt_ tilt, i_,t i!eol.er]Jue ll|.l¢!lnlll [l|i; to I tIEI;I

an onv(_lope. The flow |}/Ittt,rll tlllOWll fur trar|HltJorl Ilow I_ 71111 l'(il]]y

the ste:|dy ¢ll:,qtt! flow ])ll[t(l!ro ()lit! wt_ll]d eApeef If HII,:IIIV tilil|e troll,li-

t hmn ,!ould h_tw. been re;.!hod. Tile re/l_sa for this In im fo] low:-{:

S(me liquid l.s ,'dway_ t:ravcilng toward the d:i_k from the point a!

whil::l the envelope merits. "rh:In ]lquld flow 'dtrlke,,; thtr bark of the

baffle and subsequently disrupt.,_ the initially formed envelope. Tht;

recireulation flow then is a ._trong function of the geometry of the

disk holder, an uncontrollable parameter. This important distinction

means that an analysis for free surface shapes would have to account

for the geometry of the disk holder in the transition region. The

surface tension flow is generally slow and, as a result, does no__

quite reach a steady state conflguratJon on the back side of the

disk. The inertia flow tests (represented by Fig. 9(c)) always

! reached steady state.

The experimental tests were conducted in the invlscid region of

Figure 4. Depending on the particular ratio of (Re/L), there exists

a minimum Reynolds number below which the runs can no longer be con-

sidered as vlscous-free. The experlmental results are listed in

tabular form in Table 2 in which all the important parameters as well

as the flow classifications sre contained. One additional parameter,

the Weber number, is listed in Table I. As will be shown in the next

•ection, when the Reynolds cumber is no longer a parameter to con-

sitter for flow classifications, the Weber number and r:ttlo (1{ /L) te-
e

main. The : bet number !)V2Ro/O , is baslcally tile r_itio of inertia

to surface tension forces. In the flow category coltam_ S Ind:leate_

:. I I _d
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surface tension flow, T indicates transition flow, and I is inertla

flow. Flnally, it is noted that the designated flow clllsalflcation

for some cases, paztJcularly those bordering transition or inertia

flow, could easily fit Into either category.

4. Zero gravity results. - The data contslned in Tsb]e 2 is

shown graphically in Figure i0. The lines indicated in the figure

were faired in by hand and separate the various flow classifications.

It is observed that st any particular value of the ratio (Ro/L), the

flow classification is dependent only on the system Weber number, i

Two critical Weber numbers occur at a constant value of (Ro/L). The

loweBt critical Weber number separates the surface tension flow from

the transition flow while the higher critical Weber number separates

the transition flow from the inertia flow. In addition, the erltlcal

Weber number between regimes was found to decrease as (Ro/L) was in-

creased.

I
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V. PO'IT:NTIAi.FOI_MU;,ATION

A. Governing Equations and Boundary Conditions in Physical

Plane Including Surface Tension

In Section III, Order of Magnitude Analysis, it was shown that

at any particular value of Ro/L if Re • Recr the flow in tlm re-

gioo of the disk e_n be considered as viscous free. It Js further

assumed that the Jet will continue to remain viscous free after leav-

ing the disk. There will be no shear stress between the exiting radial

jet and the ambient air surrounding it.

I. General formulation. - Consider the flow of a circular liquid

jet impinging normally on a circular disk as shown in Figure 1]. R is
o

the jet radius, L is the disk radius, and H is the distance between

the jet reservoir and the disk. The incoming jet velocity is given as

V and the initial velocity profile is assumed to he uniform. There

will be two free surfaces involved. The upper free surface is defined

as zs = fl(r) and the lower surface as zs = f2(r). In addiLion, a

third surface is required for the complete formulation of the houndary

value problem. Initially, this surface was chosen as the straight line

FE shown in Figure I]. However, this ..row._dto be inconvenient since

FE is arbitrary and, thus, has no known boundary condition. It was

found convenient to instead choose the surface z = f3(r) to be a sur-

face along which the, velocity potential is COUSta[I[. Val'iol1,_J)o'_llt.'4

in the physic; ] |_lane have buen designated wllh ]el:l-ersr:llW,iu!',[r.m

A [:o (; for coov_ulJcn,'e. In cyllndrlt.ll cm_i*d]l*_ilus,thu governln_:

3O

I I
J
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equations and boundary conditions in terms of primary variables (u,v)

are given as follows:

Continuity •

1 _ (ru)+ _v¥ _-_ _Tz= 0 (38)

Momentum:

r Component:

p _+ v =

z Component :

=_
The following bounaary conditions are applied,

On DC

v - 0 on _ = O, 0 < r • L (41)

On AB

u " 0 0 • r • Ro, z = H (42)

On BC

Dr 0 r = O, 0 • z _< H (43)

On AG

i + v2) a d I_rfl 21 = i V2 ---9-° on z = fl(r) (44)
(u2 or dr T f _ PRo s

And

= fl(r) (45)-uf + v = 0 on zs

On DE

I (u2 +v 2) __dd ( rf_ =_= Iv2 o
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And

- f2(r)-uf + v - 0 on zs (47)

On GE

u + vf_(r) = 0 on z = f3(r) (48)

The derivation for the boundary condition along GE is as fol-

lows. _long GE, the velocity potential @ is constant. By defini-

tion, the velocity vector _ is normal to an equipotentlal surface.

This means that

x _ = 0 on z = f3(r) (49)

The unit normal to f3(r) is

.-f i
+

(50)

where 1 is the unit vector in the radlal direction and J is the

i unit vector in the axial direction, and

Application of equation (49) results in

n+ vf (r)

= 0 (52)

From which equation (48) follows.

2. Introduction of Stokes Stream Function. - The primary variables

contained In the governing equatlon_ are the scaler veloclty components

u and v. The fact that two functions are required to describe one

vector field is cumbersome. As shown in the theory of hydrodynamics,

the number of functions can be reduced for several important cases,

one of these being axlsymmetric flow. A function _, defined as

Stokes stream function, can be introduced which automatlcally satisfies
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the continuity equation. With the additional requirement of irrota-

tionality, the governing equation in terms of Rtokos stream function

wlll result, According to Chan (7), Stokes stream function is a mathc-

matlcal device used to describe the flow and has the following proper-

ties. First, when the stream functio:, is set equal to a constant, It

resu!_a in different annular stream surfaces in axlsymmetrlc flow.

Secondly, when it Is differentiated properly, It yields the velocity

components. Thirdly, taking the difference between the values at two

adjacent stream surfaces yields the flow rate.

Starting wlth equation (38), the continuity equation for axisym-

metric flow_ a guess is made at what u and v are in order to sat-

isfy continuity identically. Assume

u = - - (53)r _z

And

i_ (54)v'¥_ r

Substitution of equations (53) and (54) into equation (38) shows that

continuity Is identically satisfied by these two gues_.es. In addition,

the assumption is made that the flow is also irrotatJonal. As a re-

sult

Curl V - 0 (55)

For sxisymmetrlc flow, thls can be written,

8u _v
..... 0 (56)
_z _r

Replacing u and v in the above by their relnth_l_hil_:_to _, rusult_

i_ the governing equation for axlsymmetric flow |n i_,rms ol Stek,.s

_tream tunct|on

J

: i I
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I 3z 2 r 3r _r2

3. Derlvatlon of boundarY conditions .In terms of @. - Since BC,

CD, and DE are all a pact of the same screarAlne, they must all have

the same value for Stokes stream funcClon. Let us arbitrarily set

that value equal to zero. The value of _ alon. AB end AG can be

i calculated from equation (54).

On AS

-V - ! _ (58)

Integratin$ thls yields

Vr2

= - _ (59)

On AG since AG Is a llne of constant ¢,

VR 2
O

= -_ (60)

In addition, equation (44) applies, Substitution of equation (53)

and (54) into (44) yields

(61)

On DE

(62)

It _s noted that the second boundary conditions on the free sur-

faces, namely -uf i + v - 0 and -uf_ + v = O, are fully equivalent

to the specification of the value of Stokes stream function along that

, I
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surface. Since _ - _(r,z), it can be expanded and d_ sen equal So

zero along AG and ED.

On GE, equation (48) becomes

- + - o on s - f3(r) (63)

4. Ngndlmeneionallsatlon of 8overnin_ equations and boundary con-

ditions in physlcal plane. - The governing equation In terms of Stokes

stream function (aq. (57)) and the boundary conditions (eqs. (58)

to (63)) are now put into dimensionless form by introducing arbitrary

scale factors. Let the scale factor for the s_ream function be -VR 2
O"

Let dimensionless quantities be represented by stars, i.e._ _* is

dimensionless. The results of this manlpulatlon are shown in Fig-

ure 12. Three parameters appear in the specification of boundary

conditions. They include the Weber number, We, and the dimensionless

length ratios L/R ° and H/Ro. Recalling the arguments in the Order

of Maanltude Analysis section, H/R ° is not really a parameter pro-

vided it is larger than some minimum value. The dimensionless velocity

components can be calculated from the following expressions

P r• 8s_

V r* 8r* (65)

The procedure for solution of the boundary value problem as set

up in dimensionless form in the physical plane (Fig. 12) would be as

follows: Initially, realistic variations for f_(r), f_(r), and f_(r)

are assumed. Using only one of the two given boundary conditions on

AG and GE (i.e., _* = i/2 and _* - 0) solve for _,* using finite

difference methods. With the Inltlal solution for _:* check the v_-

I
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lidity of the second of tlle two boundary conditions on AC and GE.

If the boundary condltionn are not sat:isfied, new variatio,s in f_.

f , and f3 must be assumed. A second iteration to _* must be ob-

tained and so on. One of the serious drawbacks of this outlined it-

eration scheme is the lack of knowledge concerning how to update as-

* based on previous solutions. Insumed values of f_, f_, and f3

other words, there is no loglcal way in which to make changes to the

shape of the initially assumed control volume.

5. Surface tension dominated model. - For Weber numbers between

5 and 30 (depending on the ratJr, Ro/L), experimental data shows that

the resulting steady-state flow pattern is surface tension dominated

(see Fig. 9(a)). By previous definition, surface tension flow is de-

fined as that flow in which the liquid flows completely around the

disk with no separation from the edge. It is the intent to model this

flow in order to solve for the theoretical free surface shapes and ve-

locity profiles. Assuming axisymmetry_ the physical plane model is

shown in Figure 13. In the model, at some cross-sectlon far down-

stream, the flow is assumed to approach the initially uniform flow it

possessed at AB. The exiting plane is denoted by GE in the model,

C and C' are both located at r = O, z = O, C is located on top

of the plate while C' is on the bottom. The free surface fl(r),

is not assumed to possess mirror symmetry about the z ffi0 position.

In cylindrical coordinates, the governing equations and boundary con-

ditions in terms of the primary variables (u_v) are given as follows:

Continuity:

1 _ (ru) + _v
r _r Tz _ 0 (66)
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Momen£um:

r Component

(uDo  67)p _+v = -

z Component

(u _v _vl _P;)z (68)P "_r _ v = -

The following boundary conditions are applied

On DC

v " 0 on z - O, 0 < r _ L (69)

On DC'

v = 0 on z = O, 0 • r < L (70)

On AB

u = 0 0 < r < Ro, z = H (71)

On BC

_-Mv= 0 on r = O, 0 < z < H (72)
Dr

On C'E

D-"Zv= 0 on r = O, -H < z * 0 (73)
_r

On GE

u " 0 0 < r < Ro, z = -H (74)

On AG

pr _)=2-_ °n zs

and

-uf I = fl(r) (76)t + v © 0 on zs

_ Equations (75) and (76) represent two distinct pieces of information
¢

concerning zs = fl(r). It is noted that fl can be eliminated from

k

! ,
I
L
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the set of equations by means of simple substitution. This fact will

have implications later in the development leading to a major almpl.i-

flcation. The following expression would result,

1 o 1 v2 o
(u2+ v2) _ --u2 = _ PRo on zs fl(r) (77)

Direct substitution of equations (53) and (54), the relations between

the velocity components and Stokes stream function, into the governing

equation and boundary conditions for the surface tension model results

in the formulation shown in Figure 14 after nondlmenslonallzation.

Similar to the general formulation in the last section, the various

lengths in the problem are scaled with respect to R and the scale
o

factor for Stokes stream function is -VR 2.
o

B. Inverse Plane Formulations

The procedure for solving for the free surface shapes in the phys-

ical plane has been outlined previously. Tne difficulties encountered

when making adjustments to the free surfaces between iterations and the

lack of a logical manner in which to make the adjustments have been

cited. This would be a time consuming task even in the absence of sur-

face tension. A com,,uterized scheme is sought which offers the possi-

bility of achieving the free-surface results with a minimum of computer

iteration time and user interaction.

1. Transformation formulae. - An alternate approach to the phys-

ical plane solution is discussed in detail by Jeppson (19). Tn his

article, Jeppson discusses s transformation techolque into what is de-

fined as the inverse plane. The coordinate axes in the _nversc plane

are the velocity potential _ and Stokes stream function _,. Tht,ad-
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vantage to using the _ space, or inverse plane, is thaL the frc_,

surface lles along a llne of constant _ and is, therefore, at a

known position. Of course, one must pay the price for knowiaH [hc

position of the free surface. As will be shown shut[]y, the gnver.lnR

equation is no longer linear as It was in the physical plane.

2. IntroducLion of veloclt 2 potential, - The use of n f;ca|or func-

tion defined as the veloclty potential has been used previously in the

.pectfieation of the boundary GE (the exiting plane). The continuity

equation for steady incumpressible axisymmetric flow is given by equa-

tion (38). The flow is also assumed to be irrotational such that the

condition given by equation (56) is also valid. Equation (56) implies

that there exists a scaler potential function # such that

V = grad _ (78)

from which it follows

u = _-_ (79)_r

and

_,. v = _¢ (80)
t _z

Substitution of equations (79) and (80) yields the governing equation

for steady axisy_etric flow in terms of the velocity potential

+ ! + o (st)
_z 2 r _r _r 2 =

3. Relationship between ._ and _. - It can now be stated that the

relationships between the velocity potential and Stokes's stream func-

tion are given as:

_r r 3z

and

............. 00000001-TSD11
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_z r _)r

4. Inverse _3ane formulation. - In order to formulate th_ problem

in the physical plane, r and _ must be known as functions of 'I,

and _. In other word._, we are attempting to reverse the roles of tlm

dependent an,Iindependent variables in the inverse plane. Th_ required

relationships are obtained noting that if _ = _)(r,z) And _ _ _(r,z),

then there exist inverse functions r = r(_,_) and z = _(_,_) as shown i

in reference 13 such that

a¢ J az

_ J _r

_z _ ! _ (86)
_ a _r

_r _ ! _ (S7)
_ J Dz

and where the Jacobian J is defined as

J = k_r/\_z/

_r

From the above set of equations follow two important relations. Sub-

stituting into equation (82) the values of _/_r and _/_z obtained

from equations (84) and (85) yields

_ - r _-_ (89)

Similarl.y, suhstltution of the values of _¢/_z and _/;_r from equa-

tlons (86) and (87) into equation (83) yields

__r= !_9z_ (9o)
_, r ,)_

_..... :_ l ..... 00000001-TSDI',
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For subsequent relatlun_, IL is lleceaflary to expres_ the ,]acohJnn

ill terms of the inverse function r(_,¢) and z(_,¢). ._ulmtitut_ng

equations (84) to (87) into equation (88) results in

Now, using equations (89) and (90) in the above yields,

j = _ 1 = _ r (92)

5. Governing equations for inverse functions. - Differentiating

equation (89) with respect to _, yields

a2z I a2r + 1 ar ar (93)

aq2 r _ a¢ r 2 _ a¢

and combining this wlth the derivatives of equation (90) with respect

to ¢, which is

a_ a_ - _-2 \@¢/\@¢/ r a@2

it is found that

a2z I Br az 1 a2z + I arar (95)-- i

a_2 r3 a_ a¢ r2 _¢2 r2 a¢ a_

By using equations (89) and (90), the terms involving derivatives

in equation (95) can be expressed entirely in terms of z, giving tile

important equatlon_

r2 32z + a2z -2 az az (96)

On tJl(_etiler hand, different.luting ¢!quatlon (89) with respect to

and equation (90) with rt, npect to _ and combining tlle result leads

to the equation

t , J
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aq? r _ :,+2 r r) :_; _ _'_7)

l_-y m_bstlt_itinn I'_i 4z/,i_ fr_m_ c_|_l_t_ l_n (90), lh_, 1_llnwli_ equaI_,*11

for r(_,qO ts _bt.i.ed:

1 I
---' ....... 3 \_,1,] + - 0 (,m)
;)_2 r 2 ,%4,2 r r \;)q,]

For further d:i,_c_ls._ton, e<lu_ti_n_ (96) will b_' r<,ferr_d tc a_ tin'

z equation while equation (98) wi.l..I I)e called tim r eqnatIon. J_oth

of these equations are nonlJnc,tr with the .uniinearit: xn the z e<lU_,--

tlon also involving r. It is further noted that both of these equa-

tions are of the e_lipt:[c type, as shown in reference 19. Th_s means

that boundary conditions are _equJred for all boundaries _n the flow

region. Since the r equation (eq. (98)) only involves that variable,

a solution to the problem begins with its solution.

One final point involves the fact that the variables discussed in

the above inverse transformations are all dimensional. It is noted

that nond_meuslonallzatlon of the above equations similar to the non-

dlmenslonallzatlon done in the physical pl_ne allows us to recovcr the

same equation.

Let

z* = z where z " R
z o o
o

r* = ..r where r = R
r o o
o

_* = _- where % - -V'R2
_o o

,_* = _- where

4,0 +o = "VRo

. 00000001-TSD14
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The resultH of this substitution yields exactly the same governing

equations and transformation formulaH in starred notation. In other

wordsl

r .2 --_2z* +--_2z* = -2 _z* 3z* (lOOa)

and

_2r,
1 _2 , I (_r*_ 2 [_r*_ 2 = 0 (lO0b)

6. Infinite flat plate excludln 8 surface tension. - The first

problem to be examined in which we employ the inverse transformation is

the flow of a circular liquid Jet normal to a flat plate. At this

polnt_ we drop the starred notation to designate dimensionless quanti-

ties. It is assumed that all quantities appearing henceforth are di-

mensionless unless otherwise stated (i.e._ r_ z, _ _ are now dlmen-

sionless). For the case in which surface tension is excluded, the

physical plane model Jepleted in Figure 12 must necessarily change.

The model in Figure 12 is for the general case of a finite disk in

which surface tension effects are important. For the cace of an in-

finite flat plate, since the free surface ED no longer exists, the

designation D does not appear in the model. Furthermore, for the

case in _lich surface tension forces are unimportant, the boundary con-

_Itlon along the upper surface (referring to Fig. 12) can be written

as follows:

On AG

-5,k  j+ = ] (lOl)
r

This expression is ohtalned by a]lowlng the Weber number to approach

!

-- J - _ , ' J ,I
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inflnlty. The reasoning for lettlng the Weber n,mber become large Is

because it is the ratio of inertial to surface tension forces. The

,'ase we are examining Is one in which the surface tension forces become

van_shinsly small or the inertial forces becoming large. Finally, the

boundary GE wlll be nearly vertical implying that the velocity there

is purely radial.

7. Derivation of boundary conditions in inverse plane for r

formulatlon. -

On AB

In the physical plane, _ = _ r
(102)

In the inverse plane, r ffi-/_

On BC

In the physical plane, _ ffi0
(103)JIn the inverse plane, r = 0

On EC

In the physical plane, _ = 0

AlsO v ffi O, by equation (83) this implies that _z
and

o. (lO4)
_r

In the inverse plane (via eq. (87)), _= 0

On GE

In the physical plane, _= 0 (105)

J@r

In the inverse plane, _-_= 0

On AG

In the physical plane, _iz + = 1r

r
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In tile inverse plane, using eq_ations (82) and (83), this becomes

and upon using relations (85) and (87)

r fl 1

Substituting _n for j2 from equation (92) and then using (89)

and (90) yields the final form

/ar_2 2/_r_ 2
+ ° 1 (lO6)

The results of the above calculations are shown in Figure 15(a) in the

inverse plane. For the case of flow normal to an infinite flat plate,

the r values can now be completely found once we solve the nonllnear

governing e_uat!on. The variable z does not appear anywhere in the

formulation. In addition, the boundary conditions for the z formula-

tion were also derived and are indicated in Figure 15(b). It follows

that the z solution cannot be obtained until after r values are

known since the r values are required on the free surface boundary

and within the inteclor flow. The boundary conditions for the z

formt_atlon were derived as follows:

8. Derivation of boundary conditions in inverse plane for z

formulation. -

On AB

In the physlcal plane, u = 0 which impllas _-_= 0%r

From equation (85), _,_ - 0

(lO7)

This implies that z = z(@) alone and since

AB is a line of constant _,

In the inverse plane z = constant

[
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On BC

In physical plane, u ffi 0

az _ (108)From which it follows, in the inverse plane _-_ 0

On EC

In physical plane _ = 0 t

In inverse plane z = 0 J (109)

On GE

In physical planet v = 0

From equation (83), it follows that _= 0 (110)

and from equation (86), we have in the inverse plane 8_

Jn AG

In the physical plane i__ + - 1
r

In the inverse plane we can take over the equivalent ex-

(a_2 2i_
2

pression given by equation (106) \_/ + r _-_) (111)

Using eouations (89) and (90) to eliminate the derivative

2/az\ 2 (_z_ 2
involvingr resultsin r t'_) + t_s : 1

9. Finite plate excluding surface tension. - A second pcoblim to be

formulated is concerned with the impingement of a circular liquid jet

normal to a disk of finite width, For th_ case in which surface tension

effects are neglected, the model depicted in Figure 12 will vary only

slightly. The only difference being that the boundary conditions along

the top and bottom free surfaces ere now expressed as

'I_ ! l ' I I I ,
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2] .1r2LL_=/

The r £ormulatton in the inverse plane ls shown in Figure 16(a). The

only boundary condition that bears some explanation is that along GE,

the exiting plane in the physical plane, from Figure 12,

- _ ' = 0 (112)_z _r f3

Using equations (84) and (86) this can be written

Br _z ,

Finally, ualug equation (90) to eliminate BZ/B_,

_r Dr ,
_-_',r _ f 3 = 0 (ll4)

o_

a_Er IDr_ldz_
+rL_/L_).0 (llS)

The z formulation in the inverse plane is shown in Ftguze 16(b).

Here again, only the boundary condition along GE bears some explana-

tion. Continuing wlth equation (115) and using equations (89) and (90)

we obtain

_(_) (_V_.r - _/_dr/ 0 (116)

The formulation of the problem of flow of a circular liquid Jet

normal to a finite disk in the inverse plane is now complete. The r

solution (Fig. 16(a)) can no longer be obtained independent of the z

solution due to the exiting Jet boundary condition. Thus, the problem

wlll necessitate a simultaneous solution of two partial differential

equations of the nonllnear elliptic type.

I0. Finite plate includln8 surface tension. - A third problem that

is formulated but not solved due to the complexity of applying it to

i

---- .... :...... --_ ..... 7/7 - -__ * '
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real system involves the normal impingement to a finite dlsk in whJch

both surface tension and inertial forces are important, These would

include all the flows experimentally labeled as transition flows. This

represents a complete inverse formulation for the exact physical model

represented in Figure 12. The results of the inverse formulation for

the r solution are shown in Figure 17. The way in which the inverse

boundary conditions along the free surface were derived will be made

more clear in the next section.

Ii. Surface tension dominated model - finite plate. - The final

problem to be examined involves the surface tension dominated flow,

described in Figure 14. The inverse plane formulation for the r so-

lution is indicated in Figure i8(a). The boundary conditions are the

same as derived previously with the exception of the free surface

boundary. Along A@ in the physical plane,

-- + - We r dr 2 = 2 We
2r2

+

In the derivation of equation (I06), it was shown that

-_ + = 2[ar_ 2 (118)r i /2 +

In addition, using equations (84) and (86),

Therefore, the inverse boundary condition along AG becomes

I

J
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_1 + r _) _r/_/ +

which can be vrcltten

_I Multiplying through by 2, and rearranging yields,
/_r_2 2/_r_ 2 1 (122)

2+ 2 1 d r 2
We We r dr

There has been no symmetry assumed for the r formulation, only

axls_etry. It is noted that the r formulation does not involve the

variable z. This means that the r and z solutions can be obtained

independently. The z formulation is indicated in Figure 18(b).

( P

1 I
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VI. CENTRAL FINITE DIFFERENCE REPRESENTATION

The finite difference operators for the nonlinear r and z

elliptic partial differential equations resulting from the inversion

were put into difference form. It was found from experience that

considerable flexibility resulted if the difference equations were

derived employing rectangular mesh. The reason for this becomes

clearer as we progress into the numerical solution, Suffice to say

tha_ thJ_ allowed us to control the size of the flow region. Square

meshes were originally attempted, but only led to solutions in the

cases where She mesh s_zes became vanishlngly small.

A. Formulation

i. General considerations. - The partial derivatives appearing

in the r and z governing equations are replaced by algebraic cen-

tral finite difference operators. A complete derivation of the var-

ious operators is contained in reference 35. The notation used in

this report is that shown in Figure 19. If the finite difference

analogy of %/_r is 6/6r, the r derivatives can be written at

point 0 as follows,

6__r_r= rl - r3
64 2 A_ (123)

6r r2 - r4

62r rI + r3 - 2r°
--- (]25)
602 A_ 2

5O
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62r r2 + r4 - 2r°
(126)

i _2 A_2
Similarly, the central finite difference representations for tho z

derivatives are,

_.._zz= Zl - z3
m 6_ 2 A_ (127)

6z z2 - z4

_--'_= 2 A_ (128)

62z z 1 + z 3 - 2z °

602 At 2 (129)

Z 62 z z2 + z4 . 2z °

6¢2 A_2 (130)

2. Interior nodal points. - If equations (123) to (126) are sub-

stituted into the r governing equation (eq. (98)) with a = At/At,

the finite difference expression for all interior nodal points is ob-

tained,

r3 r2[l 1

r 4 o

o - 2- (r2 + r4) + o[_- ! _
8 (r2 r4)

r

___o_o 8n2 r3)22a2 (rI + r3) + 1
(rI = 0 (]31)

In addition, if equations (127) to (130) are substituted into the z

governJng equation (eq. (96)), the finite difference expression for all

interior nodal points is obtained

2
r
o 1

Zo

i
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, where, as in the derivation of equation (131),

a A__ (133)

B° Excluding Surface Tension

I. Infinite flat plate. - The finite difference representation

for the infinite flat plate is shown in Figures 20(a) and (b). The

algebraic expressions for the boundaries is derived by simultaneous

application of the governing equation and boundary conditions at a

fixed point. This application involves a fictitious point, f, outside

the boundary which is subsequently elimlnated. Point G represents a

special point in the finite difference representation for the z solu-

tion since it is a part of two separate boundaries. The governing z

equation (eq. (132)) was applied at point G which resulted in two flc-

titious points. Then the boundary conditions along both AG and GE

were applled at point G. This allowed the elimination of the two fic-

titious points from the resulting finite difference expression. De-

tailed calculations for the boundaries are contained in Appendix C.

2. Finite plate. - The inverse formulation for the finite plate

problem (Fig. 16), is shown in difference form in Figure 21. For this

rase, the difference operator along GE is more complicated than in

the infinite plate case. In fact, both G and E represent special

points in the formulation. However, one of these, point E, Is specl-

f_d as a known position (r fficonstant). At point G the equation to

be satisfied in the r formulation is shown at the top of Figure 2](a).

In the formulation (Fig. 21(b), both points G and E are special

points. The following equations hold there.
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At point

_r ro 2 - r (r ° - r4 )2 + z 4 +

Zo= 2+ r +1
o 2) o

+ r 2 + 1 - - (134)
o

At point E

Zo 2 1 V2 " r°(r2 - r°)2 + r2_ 2 �1to+- _ L o o

Detailed calculatlons for all the addltlonal boundaries encountered for

the finite plate ease are contained in Appendix C.

C. Surface Tension

The d£fferenee formulation corresponding to the Sur{ace Tension

model (shotrnIn Flg. 18) is Indicated In Figure 22(a) and (b). The

onZy boundary condition that must be explained Is the one along the

free surface AG. Details of this caZculatlon are contained in Ap-

pendix C. It Is noted that (see Flg. 22(a)) the r solutlon can be

obtained independent of the z soZution.

00000001-TSE11



VII. DISCUSSION OF NUMERICAL TECHNIQUES

Since the govenllng equations for the r and z formulations

are nonlinear in tile inverse plane, in general, the finite difference

operations at the interior and boundary points will be nonlinear (see

eqs. (131) and (132)). For the infinite flat plate case, as described

in Figure 20, the solution begins with r = r(_,_) from Figure 20(a).

Secondly, with a knowledge of the r solution, the z formulation,

shown in Figure 20(b), is solved for z(_,_). However, in the case

where the plate is finite, the r formulation also contains z along

the exiting plane GE (see Fig. 21(a)). As a result, the r and z

formulations must be solved simultaneously. The surface tension modcl,

described in Figure 22, also allows the solution of the r equation

independent of the z equations since z appears nowhere in the

formulation.

In any case, when solving the r equation, the finite difference

representation of the problem results in N nonlinear algebraic equa-

tions in N unknowns. A variety of methods were applied in order to

obtain a solution to the simultaneous nonlinear equations. These in-

cluded Lieberstein's extension of Youngs' work on over-relaxation to

nonlinear elliptic partial differential equations (26), and the fa-

miliar Newton-Raphson method. None of the above methods were success-

ful in obtaining a convergent solution. The technique suggested by

Powell (34) resulted in the method used in this paper to obtain _olu-

tlons. Basically, Powell developed a subroutine which was essentially

54
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a "compromiue between the Newtou-Raphson algorithm and the methods of

steepest descents.'* In his paper, a Fortran subroutine Jt_ deserJlmd

for solving the nonlinear set of eql=atious,

fg(xl,x2, . ., XN) = 0 K = 1,2, . .., N (13B)

The objective Is to minimize the function

N

F(Xl,X 2, • ., xN) = _-[fK(Xl,X2, . •., XN)]2 (139)
K=]

As with n_any iteration schet_es, initial guesses are required for Xi.

This particular algorithm has an advantage in that the initial guessed

values do not have to be that close to the exact solution. The com-

puter program for the r solution contains the main program and three

subroutines. 'The subroutine EQNS is the one supplied by Powell. The

user supplies the subroutine MATINV which inverts the matrices and the

subroutine CALFUN which contains the nonlinear functions F(Xi). A

knowledge of the r solution makes the s formulation explicit in

the unknown z° at each nodal point. As a result, a Gauss-Siedel

linear iteration scheme was employed to obtain the solution.

For details of the subroutines, the reader is referred to ref-

erence 34. As we get into the computer results in the next section,

a complete printout of the subroutine will be presented.

I
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^. Exel.usi,ln ot ,_llrl'ai,e +l'ellPi{4111

], .]_n£_u_k!P___]:_{Lld_tl !+___d_,., :r_ _!n_@_'T___ "9. - in ! t l ; I I y, i he.

finttL, lint' platy prohlem wa_ numerically ,_nlveiI rml_lnyll_g ;l _er>

eoarst} mesh. Referring to J,'iglLrc 20(a)_ tilt + total _tl'e_lm I'ulwI:l¢_

wao divided into five equal parte. Recall that _G _ 1/2 a.d :i

which meant that the parameter a = A_ was set equa/ to O.l. I,

dition_ the _ axis was divided up into eight equal parts. This

vision was purely arhltrary. One consideration was that theru we,

be at least two vertical lines of constant _ between points C

and B. This resulted in n total of 39 unknown nodal points for t

r fortaulatlon indicated in Figure 20(a)_ aud 41 unknown nodal poi

for the s formulation shown in Figure 2C(b). The value of D =

where u --_/A_, was set equal to 0.0204. In Figure iO(a), the w

of C along 6E was arbitrarily chosen as 4.0 while the value ot

for z along AB was chosen as 3. 315. The major reason for the

assignment of these two values for r and z was to be able to cc

pare our numerical solution with the seml-analytical results for t|!

infinite flat plate case with Schach (39). Actually, the t_ljor vat

able choice in the entire program is D _ i/a 2. Ba:_Jca]Jy, D Js _

measure of how largu tile flow system is since rect_lngld.._r mesh t._ I:

used, i.e., a measure of h,_ and _ total. Tilt. only Collccl']l Is t

A_ ta not cho._c_u [no s_l;|ll. Ill t{Idil, t_Vt'UL, q, filial wl_nld [ic tot_

small to x_ltisfy the incoming mid c_x.lt tug flow hmmdarv _:ou<li( h,n._.

F)6
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A_ is chos,,n to large, _.e., c_ chosen too large cr D chosen too

s_il, all that _s lost ifs accuracy due to larger mesh spacings. For

the coarse mesh infinite flat plate probl_m, the results of the numer-

ical solution as well as the computer listing and final output can be

found in Appendix D - "Compater Solutions/Listings." The solution to

the r formulation (Fig. 20(a)) required 1098 calls of the subroutine

used to solve the simultaneous nonlinear equation. The sum of the

squares of the error to the exact solution was reduced to 0.00357 at

the last iteration.

The final values for the coarse mesh solution (r,z) were used to

make initial guesses for the values for the flne mesh solution. The r
i

solution required the simultaneous solution of 159 nonlinear algebraic

equations. The z equation, again being explicit in Zo, resulted in

164 unknown values of z • The plot of the results from the computero

program (details shown in Appendix D) are presented in Figure 24 in a

print plot. The computer connected the nodal points with straight llne

segments. In generalj there is very little difference between the fine

mesh and coarse mesh solution. The flne mesh solution required the ex-

tended storage space option on the 1106 machine. The sum of the

squares for the final r solution was reduced to 0.024 after approxl-

- merely I000 calls of the subroutine CALFUN used to solve the slmulta-

neo,,s nonlinear equations. For this cane i000 iterations were required

to obtain a satisfactory z solution.
2. Finite _late. - As mentloue, In Section VII, Discussions of

Numerleai Teehnlques, the finite plate formulation also contains z

_ on the exiting jet surface (see Fig. 21(a)). As a result, /he method

I of sol_*tlon ceoslsted of the following steps:

!
I
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Initially, assumed values of z along GE were chosen. These

v_lus_ were used to compote an r solution. The computed r solution

used 161 calls of the subroutine CALFUN to reduce the sum of the

squares of the residuals at the nodal points to 0.00066. With this r

solution, the linear iteration technique was used to calculate the com-

plete z solution. Since the computed z solution resulted in re-

fined approximations to the values of z along GE, changes could then

be reflected in a new r computation.

For the finite disk case in which the ratio of the radius of the

liquid Jet to the rsdlus of the disk was one-half, a second r calcu-

lation did not change when the z values wer_ updated. A curve was

faired through the calculated nodal points and is shown in Figure 25.

O_ly two of the four available streamlines are shown in the figure. No

attempt was made to refine the solution by completely doubling the num-

ber of vertical and horizontal grid llnss. For this particular case,

since no comparison with any existing analytlcal techniques exlsted_ a

more convenient value of 3.3 was chosen for K¢. The value of D em-

ployed in the solution was 0.0138. The only specification along GE

was that Z was set equal to 0.25. The computer listing as well as

the calculated r and z values at each nodal point can be found in

Appendix D.

The same method was used to numerically compute the fluite plate

case in which the ratio of the Jet diameter to the disk diameter was

three-fourths. There were 38 nodal points required for the r solu-

tiOn and 45 for the z solution. A complete print-plot o£ the results

is shown in Figure 26. Two iterations were required for the z solu-

tion as well as for the r solution. The sum of the squares for the

!
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r solution at the final iteration was 0.001. The computer listing

and printout can be found in Appendix D. Again, the value of K_ was

arbitrarily chosen as 3.3.

The s solution corresponding to the r solution was obtained

and is also presented in Appendix D along with its complete computer

listing. The method applied to obtain the solution was a simple lln-

ear iteration technique since equations explicit in Z can be de-o

rived both in the interior and along the boundary points. There were

249 iterations required for the Z solution. Changes between the

248th and 249th iteration occurred in the fifth decimal point.

A physical plane description of the infinite flat plate solution

is presented in Figure 23. Only two of the four internal streamlines

are shown in the flgu_e. Curves were faired through the available

calculated nodal points (r,z) by a best fit process. There appeared_

at the onset, the question of whether or not the coarse mesh employed

could sufficiently describe the flow. When applying boundary eond:-

tlons at the free surface, a larger number of nodal points are de-

sirable. As a result, the exlstlngmesh was doubled. The total

was divided up into ten equal parts such that a ffiA_ ffi0.05, and

the total _ was divided up into 16 equal parts.

B. Surface Tension Dominated Model

As previously mentloned_ the r formulation for the surface ten-

sion dominated flow can be solved independent of the z formulation

(refer to Figs. 22(e) and (b)). The initial case examined had a Weber

number of 4 and the ratio of the radius of the Jet to the radius of

the disk was one-half. Also, the first solution to this problem as-
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sumed only axlsymmetry. Tile results of the numerical soiutioi_, e_ploy-

ing a coarse mesh, resulted in a symetrical r solution; sym_etrlcal

about the equipotential llne emanating from point D. This ello_=d

us to make a simplification to the problem in that not only could axe-

symmetry be assumed, but also mirror image symmetry (i.e., symmetry

about the z = 0 plane). This is significant for problems in which

the surface tension effects are to be taken into account since the sur-

face tension forces are highly dependent on the curvature of the free

surface. By taking advantage of the s_etry involved, additional

nodal points can be placed on the free surface without using extended

computer storage.

Referring now to Figure 22(a), a vertical line was drawn (equi-

potential llne) emmanating from point D, where r = RD. RD is the

dimensionless disk radius. The intersection of this equipotentlal llne

with the free surfac,_ AG was defined as point M. Along DM, it is

known that z " 0. In addition, the variation of r with _ can be

computed. Let us now refer to Figure 27 in which the equlpotential

llne DM is depicted. Since DM is an equipotentlal llne, the ve-

locity along this line must be equal to V, the incoming Jet velocity

with the exception of the point r ffiL in the physical plane. At

point D, a velocity discontinuity will exist. However, we can specify

how r varies with _ along this llne as follows:

In the physical plane,

On DM

u = 0 on z = O, L $ r _ R (140)
max

V _ --V

_ere R is the maximum radius of the liquid flow pattern.
ms?t

i
_ : J L , _"
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An expression for the stream function along DM can now be de-

rived since the radial velocity component along DM is 0, we ha_e

0 = - !L_ (141)
r _z

_%ie implies that _ = $(r) alone. In order to find what the function

is, the definition of the axial velocity is employed, namely,

v = (llr)(_l_r),on DM

-V - _ a__ (142)
r _r

Integrating this

Vr 2
= ---+ Constant (143)2

Applying the boundary condition that _ ffi 0 at r = L, the constant in

(143) can be calculated. The following expression results,

Vr 2 VL2
+ (144)

_=- 2 2

If this equation Is nondimenslonallzed,

2 2 t145)

As we hove done in the plst derivations, the starred notation is

dropped.

r2 i /L \2

Solving for r,

r = +_+ (RD) 2 (147)

where

0

i

_ _ J J I ,
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Equation (147) represents the boundary condition employed along DM in

the inverse plane for tlle r formulation. The condition z = 0 was

us,_d for the z formulation.

In the course of finding the solution to the z formulation, de-

picted in Figure 22(b), it was necessary to solve a cubic equation for

the parameter T along the free surface. Physical as well as mathe-

matical interpretation was required when choosing the proper root of

the cubic since a possibility of three real roots existed. Referring

to equation (C-78) in Appendix C, the only mathematically meaningful

roots are those in which the absolute value of the parameter T was

greater than or equal to one. However, the possibility still existed

that all three roots would be real and in addition satisfy the re-

quirement that their absolute values were greater than one. As a re-

sult, some physical insight was requited when deciding upon which roots

to employ in the equation relating T to the fictitious point f,

(eq. (C-84)). For example, it is known that as the nozzle exit is ap-

proached along the free surface, z = f(r) becomes steeper (i.e.,

f'(r) approaches infinity). This would coincide with the curvature

terms dropping out of the boundary condition in the physical plane

formulation. An alternate approach to viewing this is that the fic-

titious point f approaches the image point z4. As a result, the

value of the parameter T approaches unity. The algorithm selected

for choosing the proper root of the cubic was to select the value of T

closest to unity but ensuring that its absolute value was greater than

or equal to one. During the course of [indlng the solatlon, problems

in |mp]ementiug this algorithm occurred, partlcular]y when c|osc to

the nozzle, since the T values closest to one were slightly less than
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one and were automatically discarded by the algorithm. The resultln_

potential lines and stLcamlines appeared inaccurate when plotted up,

The only way found to circumvent this problem was to set up an addi-

tional algorithm which set T identically equal to one for several

} free surface nodal points in the vicinity of the nozzle (l.e., those

nodal points in which the computed r value was <I.00 N). Physically,

this reasoning is Justified since it is known that f'(r) must approach

infinity there.

The results of the numerical solution are indicated in Figure 28.

The Weber number for this solution was 4 and the ratio of the radius of
i

the liquid jet to the radius of the disk was 1/2. A value of 3.5 was

chosen for K_, and D was set equal to 0.0204. The computer listing

can be found in Appendix D along with the computed r and z values

for the nodal points. The sum of the squares for the r solution was

0.77xi0 -6 and since the r solution was independent of the z solu-

! tion, a second iteration was unnecessary.

C. Discussion of Zero Gravity Results

The numerical solutions were compared with the available semi-

analytical results of Schach (39) for the case of the infinite flat

plate, The method employed by Schach is attributed to Trefftz. The

method used by Schaeh lid not appear readily extendable to more com-

plicated geometrical flows and could not be employed to account [or

L the effects of surface tension. In making the comparison between rel-

erence 39 and the numerical results, the fine mesh solution presPnt_,d

in Figure 24 was used. The results of the comparison for the lalflnite

flat plate are shown in Figure 29. Tile symbols indicated |n the,figure

were obtained from Figure 11 of Schaeh's paper by using ;m (,xpandnbl(,

i J • J "_
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scale, As a result there is some unknown error associated with the

process of taking the results from the reference. In any case t the

agreement looks particularly well with the sole exception of the first

r coordinate greater than unity. One final point wlth respect to the

infinite flat plate solution concerns the extreme loft coordinate in

Figure 29, namely, r = 4, s - 0.125. These two values are fixed by

contlnuity_ both in our numerical program and in the seml-analytical i

results of Sehach. Thls result was obtained as follows; assuming con-

stant density, the volumetric flow rate into the control volume at AB

must balance the flow out of the control volume at GE. In physical

coordinates, the flow is given as _R_V and the flow out by

2_RjetZGV. Equating these and cancelling leads to the fact that ZG

' _/(2Rjet).
[ must equal R Nondimenslonallzing with respect to R yields
i_ o

, = i (149)

zG 2R_e t

Dropping the starred notation and observing that Rje t = 4 at the left

boundary of the control volume shows that Z must equal 1/8.o

As far as the fioite plate is concerned, there was no available

comparisons with past experimental or analytical work. As a result_

comparisons were made with respect to our own zero gravity experi-

mental data. The results are shown in dimensionless coordinates in

Figures 30 and 31, Figure 30 is for the case where the ratio of the

jet radius to the disk radius is one-half and Figure 31 indicates the

comparison when the ratio of tile Jet radius to the disk radius is

three-fourths. The cm,parlsons were m_dt, with rcsp_,ct tt, the m_ler or

it,p fro,t, surface since _t was impossible to VJLW the lowl'r frye surfgl_:e
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because of the way in which the flow occurred. The results were gen-

erally good for both ratios compared. Experimental data points wore

obtained from both sides of ghe axlsymmetric sheet as iL flowed around

the disk. An averaging procedure was subsequently used to plot the

continuous lines indicated in Figures 30 and 31. The analysis corro-

borated the experiments in the sense that as the ratio (Ro/L) becomes

smaller, the Jet appears to leave the disk more tangent_ally.

I

I
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IX, NORHALGRAVITY EXPERIMENT_ECTION

A. Apparatus and Procedure

i. Experiment. - The experimental test rig used to obtain the

normal gravity data is shown in Figures 32(a) and (b). The rig con-

sisted of an angle-iron frame in which was mounted a 10 gallon supply

tank, a settling chamber, a 56 gallon catch basin, a return pump, a

control box_ a clock, sequence timers, a regulator, and a supply tank.

The major functions were controlled through the control box. A high-

speed Mitchell Monitor motion picture camera (no_nal speed

400 framos/sec) was located directly in front of the experimental

_est rig. The camera was mounted on a l_llensak camera stand which

was fastened to a concrete floor by means of conduit clamps.

The experiment could be conducted in either a pressurized or non- I

pressurized mode (gravity-feed). To operate in the pressurized mode,

two vent valves located above the supply tank were closed and the sys-

tem was pressurized through the regulator. The pressure level was re-

corded on the gage located immediately to the right of the reg_tlator

as shown in Figure 32(a), For both modes, the return pump was used to

resupply liquid to the supply tank in order to maintain a nearly con-

stant level of liquid, Since the supply tank was fabricated from

stainless steel and provided no visible means for monitoring llquid

level, attempts were made to connect a plastlc hose between the needle

valve located Just upstream of the solenoid valve and the side of the

supply tank. This system was generally inaccurate and as a rule the

66
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return pump was normally activated after completing two or three test

runI' •

In order to maintain a circular liquid Jet having an Inltlally

uniform velocity profile, a settling chamber was designed to quiet the

incoming flow. A similar technique was employed by Donnelly et el. (ll)

in their study of liquid Jet stability. The settling chamber, Fig. 33,

was fabricated from stainless-steel and had a 30 ° tapered approach to e

circular hole in order to prevent boundary layer buildup, A total

anglo of 60 ° was employed in order to e_sure a nearly uniform velocity

profile at the exit to the _ttling chamber. Three settling chambers

were employed having outlet diameters of 0.25, 0.50, and 1.0 centime-

term. Problems developed when using an unbaffled settling chamber in

that the entire flow developed a swirling action between 2 and i0 sec-

onds after flow was _ni=iated. In order to circumvent the swirling

problem, the cylindrical section of the settling chamber was fitted

with a I@ inch honeycomb spacer. A sixteen mesh stainless steel

screen was mounted below the first screen and both screens were butted

uP against the bottom of the spacer. This technique seemed to elim-

inate any noticeable swirl in the flow.

Sharp-edged disks, fabricated from stainless steel, were mounted

below the settling chamber and positioned at right angles to the im-

pinging liquid Jet. A photograph of the disks employed in the study

is shown in Figure 34. Their diameters ranged from 1 to 4 centimeters;.

The disks were mounted onto a stainless steel device capable of being

adjusted at any angle to the ln_omlng flew. l|owever, lh this _tudy

the impingement was restrlcted to 90°.

2. Test 1:Lg.plds.. - Two test liquids were employed, m_hydrous
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ethanol and distilled water, Their propcrtles at 20 n C are listed inl

Table I. No attempt wan made to correct these fluid properties for

temperatur_ changes,

3. Test gZoc_edgy_. - Prior to a test run the settllsg chamber was

filled with tile tent liquid by openzng tile solenoid valve _ltle holding

tim bottom of tile settling chamber closed. The liquid completely

filled the settling chamber until it flowed out of tlle relief screw.

At that point, the relief screw was closed and the outlet could be

opened without loss of liquid from the settling chamber since It was a

stable pressure supported system. This method worked when using dis-

tilled water for all the nozzle openings. It did not work for anhy-

drous ethanol in conjunction with the largest or 1 centimeter diameter

opening. As a result, for those tests, the nozzle opening was kept

sealed until the solenoid was opened at the start of each test.

Calibration tests were made prior to every series of test runs,

Electrical sequence times in the control box were used along with

graduated cylinders to determine the volumetric flow rate. At least

three calibration tests were made before each series of runs, and sn

average value for the flow rate was thus determined, The impingement

velocity (velocity st the disk) was calculated by correcting for the

effect of gravitational forces.

B. Results

i. Stead_v-state flow patterns, - Baslcally, two types of flow

patterns were observed in the course of normal gravfty liquid jet

impingement. The f_rst type oec,lrred when 41very high speed Jet im-

pinged upon a solid surface and spread out radially as a thln sheet,

TIw _du,et htwame thJnlmr until It became _mstable and broke up lute

I L_ _ ___ I --
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small ltq_,td droplets. A .'_ecand pattern is shown schematically Jn Flym

ure ]5. _Io breakup wa._ ob,q. rved In l:hi_; partiers; Llle .let t_urved iq)t)n

f_self to fo_a a fiurfaee of revoiul£on ar pluw_e. Tile lncomiug .Jilt vt'_

loeity ts V and the radiu:l el the circular liquid Jet Is It . Tilt,o

disk radius Is deeot(;d at, L whiJe I1 l._ tht, (ll_ttante b('twt.t.n tilt.

flo_.zle and the disk. l'he maximum radius that tim plume pr._sessed _s

denoted as R . The illaXilllUm plunle radius wet: the prin_'_rv t,_perilat!ntal
P

variable for the nortmal gravity study since it was e:lsily mea,,_urable

and characteristic of the entire flo_ pattern, For the case when the

plume was not visibly disturbed_ the plume would slowly move to a

final Rp, with visible surface ripples.

2. Unstab.l._. - In attempting to obtain steady-state im-

pingement profiles, an unusual phenomenon was discovered. Iiist.e_ld of

a single steady-state flow pattern, a number of unstable flow patterns

were observed prior to the attaining of a stable steady state. Typ-

ically, the Jet impinged upon the solid and formed a plums of some

given radius with surface ripples present. If disturbed, either up-

stream or downstream of the plume, the Jet would jump to another ap-

parently stable configuration of larger plume radius, Normally_ only

one Jump would occur in a single test run, but occasionally two Jump:_

or three apparently stable conflguratious were observed. A series of

tests indicating the flow patterns before and after a Julep are shown

in Figure 36. Figl, res 36(a), (c), and (e) il].ustrate tile behavior be-

fore the respective Jumps, while Figures 36(b), (d), and (f) occur

after the Jumps, The plume size for the final configurations appt,ar

to t ,: nearly double what they were initially. However, there does not

appear to he any correlat Ion between initial and final size, The Jurap,_

I
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i _lL'e I+l_ltLIrL_.J _.l+t oc:_l.ll+'l'+_ll[_e) such _:) wh_,n a fatal[ ].JquJd (ll'op|(,I I(+-

bouuds off the dlsk ho]<ler and Jnlp+tt+l+_t++upo++J lhl,+-+ fl|ll], hill l';Ul I_+'

+nitJ+ql_d bp II dJ+-+tllr_,al_,_el such +t,_ +I pen<:l] p(+ii¢+tra+ JnP, tiff + +Jaw,

'['lle _+[lh]J- _t(+_a(|y-fl_at.+ C+_Ollf'_gu'_atJOli :Is St.+If)lit l:o al;y ,q+Idll [l)u;i] diP+-

Lurhaneee, t,_.) +t r+mains at some flxed plume shape, lJnlder [)+) (:lr-

(:umsL+_mees war+ the plume ebserved I:U JUlnp Lo 0 a_'t]l(!) plum,, c<m.f/g-

uratlon; :_ll Ju).ps were to larger pJ.um_ eJ._,es.

The actual cause of these jumps rem,'.t_Lns unanmlered at this writ-

ing. Some possible causes have been ellmlnated, such as swlr](ng flow.

If the flow were swirling, the steady-state flew patterns would be

significantly affected if half the flow over the disk was obstructed.

However, the pattern was net affected at all when thls was dons, It

is tentatively concluded that the ,Jumps ere nar.ural in occurrence,

The initial states sad all transition states are unstable to small

disturbances. For the purpose _f the experlmentai _nvestigation, then,

Lhe steady-state was chosen as the state in which further dlsturba._ees

caused ne change in the liquid flow pattern.

3. Experimental data. - The experimental runs were conducted suci_

that the viscous dependence would be small, As shown in section III,

dependJng upon the ratio (Re/L) ) there exists a critical Reynolds num-

ber above which the flow can be considered as essentially invlseld,

The Reynolds number was calculated at the point of impingement on the

disk (i,e,, the approach veloclty to the disk was corrected for grav-

itational effects). From analytical considerations, numerous dlmt,u)-

slenless parameters arise and thus form the bAsiS for correlatlnP+ the

primary variable+ clteplume size, These _Jarameter.q Includ(_ Lhe Weht,r

numbeL, whleh Is the ratio of _nertlal to surf-t¢.e+enslon forces, _tnd

' ' TSF1400000001-
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the Bond number, which is the ratio heLween gravitational and surface

tension forces. In addition, several geometrical ratios appear, such

as Ro/L, the ratio of Jet to the disk radius, and H/Ro, the ratio of

the nozzle height to the Jet radius, The experimental results are

listed In tabular form in Table 3. The last column contains the plume

radius, nondimenslonalized with respect to the Jet radius. In ex-

amlning the difference between zero and normal gravity liquid jet Im-

plngemert, it can be seen that two additional parameters are required

in order to completely define this phenomena in normal gravity. They

ace the Bond number, go, and the dimensionless nozzle height, H/R o.

The Bond number relates the relative contribution of gravitational

forces, while H/R ° has an effect in that jets flowing downward under

the effect of gravity accelerate and thus shrink in size, thereby hav-

ing an effect on the resulting flow.

4. Data analysis. - A linear regression analysis was employed in

order to correlate the independent variable, Rp/Ro, with the remaining

system parameters. Let us define the following variables,

R
y . _RR (15o)

O

P
O

zI C-L- (151)

H

Z2 = _-- (152)
O

Z3 = We (153)

Z4 = Re (154)

Z5 = Bo (l!_5)

The parameter Z4, the Reynolds number, was _n(:hHh,d to see wha!

!
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the viscous influence was. The experimental daLa was fitted to the

following complcx model

R

_E=R 22.8241 + 7.67129 X1 - 41,2001 X_ + 42,9330 X_ + 1.91085 X2
O

i + 8.90368 X3 + 1.46319 X4 - 2.07823 X5 + 0.0696939 X2X5 (156)

! where

i R0
1 --- 0.371839

i Xl L= 0.154239 (157)

H
--- 9.22727R

X2 . o 7.195;i (158)

We - 129.227

X3 = 75.7108 (159)

Re - 4663.89

X4 = 1897.57 (160)

X5 _ Bo.,z2.156021.12058 (161)

The value of R2 for the above statlsticalmodel was 0.981. This

means that 98,1 percent of the total variance in Rp/R° ls accounted

for by the model. An examination of the signs in the equation for the

complex model tells us how Rp/R° varies wlt_ each of the parameters;

Rp/R° increases sllghtly as H/Ro and Re are increased_ and in-

creases significantly with X3, the Weber mtmber. Since X5 is In-

valved in two terms in the correlation, its variattcn depends on the

strongest term (l.c._ the one with the largest coefficient), As a re-

sult, Rp/R o decreases with increasing Be. The variation with X] is

mort,confusing sJnc_ it _s involved in three terms. The actual data
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I bears this out, Rp/R ° sometimes increasing, or sometimes decreasing.

The coefficient for X3 is essentially the largest of all (X3 is re-

lated to We). As a result, a simpler model was pursued using only W(,

as the independent variable. The following equation r_eulted;

R

-_- 21.7059 + 10.1410 We - 129.227
R 75.7108' (162)

0

For this simple model R2 - 0.916, which means that the corre_atlon

accounts for 91.6 percent of the variance in the data, A plot of the

data is displayed in Figure 37.

The Weber number turns out to be the most statistlcally signifi-

cant varlable. Thls is not to say that the other varlablee are not

significant, but that the Weber number is the most dominant variable

in determining Rp/R o.

I
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X. CONCLHSIONS

?.lets rg£:_Eit_ .. - An experimental and analyttcnl Investigation was

conducted to determine the free surface shape of ctreular liquid jets

impinging normal to sharp-edged disks in zero gravity. The test llq-

ulds employed were anhydrous ethanol and trlchlorotrifluoroethane.

Jet radii were varied from 0.25 to 0.75 centimeter and dlsk radii of

1.0 and 1.5 centimeters were employed. The jet velocity was varied

between 12 and 365 centimeters per second. Under the stipulation that

the nozzle was located at least 5 centimeters from the dlsk D the in-

vestigation yielded the following results:

I. It was analytically determined that there exist flow regions

where viscous forces are net significant when computing free surface

shapes, It was shown that the Reynolds number 0VRo/_t and the ratio

of jet to dlsk radius Ro/L uniquely define the flow regions. It

was further shown that the Reynolds number specifying the transition

between viscous and nonvlseoue flow decreased with increasing Jet to

dlsk radlus ratio.

2. Within the invlseld region, three distlnet flow regimes were

expe.kmentallv found which depend uelque]y on the Weber number

_V2Ro/O and the ratio of the Jet to dlsk rad_us Ro]l,. These flows

were defined as Surface Tesslon Flow_ TransltJon F1ow_ and Tnert i;l

Flow. The triter, el Weber number betwe_m regimes was f(lund t. ,h.-

. rouse with increasing jet to dlsk radhls ratio.

}4
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lines was ohcalned for the case of Implngement normal to all h_fleite

flat plate and compared favorably with seml-analytical techelques in

the literature.

4. A numerical solution yielding free surface shapes and stream-

lines was obtained for inertially dominated flows at ratios of Jet to

disk radius of one-half and three-fourths. The comparison with e×-

perlments showed Bood agreement for the upper free surface.

5. A surface tension dominated flow was formulated and solv.

numerically. The system Weber ntnnber was 4.0 and the ratio of the jet

to the disk radius was one-half.

Normal gravlty. - An experimental investigation was conducted to

determine the characteristics of circular liquid Jets impinging nor-

me1 to a sharp-edged disk in normal gravity. The test liquids em-

ployed were dls=illed water and anhydrous ethanol. Jet radii between

0.125 and 0.50 centimeter were employed and the disk radii were varied

between 0.5 and 2.0 centimeters, The jet velocity had the range of

75.5 to 484 centimeters per second. The distance between the nozzle

and disk was varied between 0.25 and 5.0 centimeters. Under the

sClpulatio/l that the Reynolds numbers were such that tbey exceeded ti*_,

minimum value required to avoid viscous influence, the investigation

yielded the following results :

i. The llquld flow pattern was observed to Jump from ut,e.'ip-

parently stable flow pattern to another untl] a esmp]e[ely stable col,-

figuration was reached. The Jumps were trlggcred by d[sttlrba,lces i_orh

upstream and downstream of the d_sk and were apparently s;*tulal i,* .,.-

curr_nceo

2. Tile dimensionless p]ume radius Rp/t¢ ° w_l,_ f'_,rr, i:ltt.d !,v _,.a,,_
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of a linear regre_slon analysis, A simple model, omploylng o.]y the

Weber number, accounted for nearly 92 percent of the experimental dat_l.

The following empirical formula resulted

R
-_ - 21,7059 + 10.140 Wee"- 129,227
R 75.7108

O

where Rp is the plums radius, Re the nozzle radius, and We the

system Weber number.
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XI , APPENDIXES

Appendix A-Detailed Calculations of Free Surface Boundary Condltlt,._

There are two bodndary conditions roqulred for tileca,'_eof ;i fr_'e

surface in a fluid dynamics problem. TLis is in comparison to known

boundaries in which only one boundary condition is required. Thv t:wo

conditions to be ratlsfled are:

(i) Conservation of energy along a streamline

(2) The velocity normal to the streamline is zero.

Consider the followlng geometry:

H f(r)

j__

Figure A.i. - Schematic of Liquid Jet Impingement

where "i" represents any point on the free surface zs = f(r) and "d"

deslgna_es the reference point which is chosen as the point whore the

liquid jet exits from the nozzle.

(I) Conserv_.tlon of energy along .astrvaml_m,

Bernoull4's eqtt:ition .ritten betwevn pointv: "i" :.+d "d" b,.,-tlrn,,,:

(,t2 P PdI + V2] 4. .i = ] V2 + on 7 = |'(I-) (a l}
2 . 2 '-

77
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The pressure ar point 1, Pt' is not the same as it is at point d,

Pd' due to the effects of surface tension° In general,

Pg - P " 'JJ (A-2)

where Pg - known gas pressure, and

j __1+_1
" R1 R2 (A-3)

where RI,]_ 2 are radii of curvature where

1 f"

and

I f'

_2 = r(l + f,2)1/2 (A-5)

Combining (A-/.)and (A-5) wlth (A-2) we flnd

Pg - P = U -- 3/2 + 1/ (A-6)

which can be combined to yleld,

pg _ p = o d (, _rf'_+ f,2/

Applying at point "d"

df
R0 _z = H, r = and dr = f t = ®

For large ft,

 of,
Therefore, substitution into (A-7) yields

Pg - Pd = R (A-8)
O
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Applying at point "i"

Pg - Pi - o d. (.. rf' __ (A-9)

r ,,rt ¢:
Now (A-8) and (A-9) can be substituted into (A-I) to obtain

/ \

I (u2 + v2) o d f__/ rf' :I i V2 - o f(r)
prdr\Vl+ f,2,: _ _'R--f o._._=i (A-10)

(2) The velocity normal to the free surface is zero

A portion of the free surface z ffif(r) is shown in Figure A.2
e

^

VV_zsjj = f(r)

n

Figure A.2. - Velocity Vector at Free Surfaco.

is the unit outward normal to the surface at some point and u and

v are the velocity components such that V = ui + vj. Since the ve-

locity normal to the surface is zero

V • _ = 0 (A-It)

With the surface given by zs = f(r), the unit nollnal is given as

f_= -f't +_+_.i_ (A-l_)

_+ fi2

Hence

•_ uf I V
V • fi * - + = 0 (A-13)

,_¢¥+ f,2 _/]"+ f,2

which slmvlifies to

-uf' + v = 0 on z = f(r) (A-J4)
S
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Appendix B - Zero Gravity Drop Tower Test Facility

_le experimental data for this sLudy were obtained in tile Lewis

Research Center's 2.2-Second Zero Gravity Facility. A schematic dia-

gram of this facility is shown in Figure B.I. The facility consists

of a building 6.4 meters square by 30.5 meters taZl. Contained within

the building is a drop area 27 meters long with a cross section 1.5 by

2..75meters.

The service building has a shop and service area, a calibration

room, and a controlled environment room. Those components of the ex-

periment that required special handling were prepared in the con-

trolled environment room of the facility. This alr-condltloned and

filtered room (shown in Fig. B.2) contains an ultrasonic cl_anlng

system and the laboratory equipment necessary for handling test !iq.-

ulds.

Mode of operation - A 2.2-second period of weightlessness is ob-

tained by allowing the experiment package to free fall from the top

of the drop area. In order to minimize drag on the experiment package,

it is enclosed _n a drag shield designed with a high ratio of weight to

frontal area and a io_ drag coefficient. The relative motion of the

experiment package with respect to the drag shield during a test IS

shown in Figure B.3. Throughout the test, the experiment package and

drag shleld fall freely and independently of each other; that Is, no

guide wires, electrical lines, etc., are connected to either. There-

fore, the only force acting on the freely falling experiment package
J

80
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is the air drag associated wit|] the relative motion of f:h_ pJickaRc

within the enclosure of the drag shield. Tlli_ air drn_ r¢.nult_; I0

an equivalent Bravitati_ml aeeeleratlon acting on thi" ¢,xpcrlm,.nt,

which is estimated to be below I0-5 g'e.

RelQaae system. - The experiment package,, installed wlth_n tiw

drag shield, is suspended at the top of the drop area by means of a

h_ghly stressed music wire attached to the release system, This re-

lease system consists of a double-acting air cylinder with a hard-

steel knife edge attached to the piston. Pr_ssurtzation of the air

cylx.._er drives the knife edge against tile wire, which is backed by

an anvil. The resulting not.:h causes th_ wire to fail, smoothly re-

leasing the experiment. No measurable disturbances are imparted to

the package by this release procedure.

Recnvery system. - After the experiment package and drag shield

have traversed the _otal length of the drop area, they are recovered

by decelet'a_ion £ua 2,2-meter-deep container filled with sand. The

deceleration rate (averaging 15 g'a) is controlled by selectively vary-

ing the t3p8 o£ the deceleration spikes mounted on the bnttom of the

drag shield (Fig. _.1). At _he time o£ impact of the drag shield in

the decelerator container_ the experiment package has traversed the

vertical distance within the drag shield (cw_i,are Figs. B3(a)

and (c)).
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App_qldl× C, _ l)_,la|ledDerlvallonn of Finlte Dlfi'(,ron_'e

Oper;ILOrn Alollg lloqt]ld:irles

A, lllfilllL('I"];IUPl¢l[e

The fJllJl:e dJffert,nce represell[;it|olla for th(. derJv.'ltlvo_ :_r,.

Ihose ._hown in the text (eqs. (123) to (l'lO)). Refor to I.'l_,ln'(.1;

I"_(a) and (h).

,3r
-- ; 0 on EC
;|tk

'2

3 0

® ©
)f

Applying the r difference equatlon (eq. (131)) at point O, where f

is a fictitious point outaide boundary

3

4 _ ro (r 2 + + r21 i - 1 _ 'J .... ror ° _ rf) o[j 8 (r2 rf )2 . 2a 2 (rl + r 3)

8(2 (r I - r3 )2 = 0 (C-l)

ar

Along F,C,_-q_= O. Thls implies

r2 - rf

2 Aq, = 0 ((>2)

TheFefore)

r 2 " rf (C-3)
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Eq.ation (C-l) becomes

r

r 4_ 3 ,_ 2 ]. o ] _ r3)2- ror o + r ....... .-
o o 2 2' 2 (r I .I. r'3) + • ; (r I I) (t;.41

3r
• .. 0 on f:E

2

f 1

3

4

i Application of 3r/3_ on C,E yields the fact that r 2 = r and

i does not involve the unknown fictitious point f. Ilowt,vt_r, ;_,'/,,._ = O

implies r ¢ r(_). Therefore, r muvt only be a function of

_: _, r = r(_). But, along GE, _ = constant, (_ = 0). llonce,

r = constant along GE.

( _r\2 + 2( _r\2 = -

,4

The r difference equation ca. bt_ written

t
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' 214 i." Fa .. • ()

+ 1. r3)'2
8_2 (r 1 ..... 0 tl: -',)

A] oar A_:

(._r_2 + 2/'_r_2

TilLs implies

(rI -rq_" C'=:':_"/t.-_--,,_.) +,_<,._-., ,,:-,,>
Rearranging and letting A_ = a (recalling . = A,;.It,?)

(rf r4)2 4a2 I (r] r 3)
...... _, - ((:-7)

I_lereupon we can calculate the two expressions

Inserting (C-8) and (C-9) into (C-5) yields the desJr_,d relathm

'r4 3 r 2 1 o (r +
- for 4 + ..... ' 1 r't)o o 2 2u 2

J[ _ _, ']+ 8[,,2 (rl "- r3) " 4:d :', I) (l,lr))

Z -_ (}OllSklllll- Oil All, ]vt Z = 1_.,).

I
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-- = 0 on BC

'2

© 3 10

Applying the z difference Lnuation (eq. (132)) at point O, where f

is a flctltious point outside of boundary

2
r
o i

z° =--(_ (z2 + zf)+2 2 r _2 + 1( _ ) (zl + z3)

1

_z

Along BC, _ = O. Th_s implies

z2 - zf = 0

or

zf = z2 (C-12)

Therefore, equation (C-ll) becomes

2
roz2 I
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_Z
-- =' 0 oU GE

2

f o !

,4

®

The z difference equation can be written

r 2
o 11.

1

+ 4(r2a+l)(z 2 -z4)(z I - zf) (C-14)

_z

Along GE, _ ffi0 thls implies zI - zf - 0 or

zf - zI (C-15)

Therefore, equation (C-14) becomes

r 2
o zl

2/_z\ 2 [3z_ 2
r t,-_) +_,/ = I on CA

i I
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f

©3 i®
v

'4

The z difference equation can be written

2

ro z4 ) + 1 (z 1 +

2 + 1 ro2a2 z3)

Along AG, r2(_) 2 + k_0J[_Z_2= i. Hence,

2[_£- z4_ _ /zl- z_, _

which can be expressed as

o

This ylelds the two relations,

Inserting these last two equations in (C-17) eliminates the fictitious

point zf, yielding

i
I
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_o " "'2 (_1 " _e3) + 2z4 !

!

\ + """ (z 1 - z 3) (C--22)

,, A special boundary condition is required for point C since it is

a part of t_, separate boundaries
\

\ '£1 I

\ L
1

Applying the z difference equation,

r 2

. ,., o ...... (fl + m4) + ....._ - (ml + f2 )

'o 02 +_! 2 a2+
_2

+_ (_l " s4)(sl " t)2) (C-23)

_ 0, it is fotmd
Applytn8 the boundary condition along GE, _amely )_

that f2 _ Zl' Therefote, we vrtte
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:-' _ 2

B rO Zl

Z _ " LfI + z4) + (C-24)

Applying the boundary condition along AG (see eq. (C-20))

'a ';2_
2' " r° °2 (zl ) ((:-25)

_& but f2 ffi Zl' hence we write
:N

i: fl m z4 + r2-9-a (C-26)
O

Equation (C-23) becomes

! zo + (C-27)

i r2 + 1--" O

i o 2

;-- such that z° (Zl,Z4) at point G.

B, Finite Plate

_' Referring to Figures 16(a) and (b), the changes in the boundary

:-i conditions between the infinite and finite plate occur on GE and the

! addltlon of _he free surface ED. In addition, G becomes a special

:-,_' point in the r formulation while both G and E become apeclal

_ ! points in the z formulation.
;I
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_2

f l

4

®
Along GE, the r difference equation is

_ s r

r4to___+ +32[I__I .r4,J___ % +t,oo 2 (r2 r4) oL_ 8 (r2 2_2

_ f)2 o (c-2s)
82 (rl =

i in finite difference form, the boundary condition is,

rI - f ro

_+ +_-$ (z2 - _4)= 0 (c-29)

solving for f,

f = rl + _ro(z2 - z4) (C-30)

and, inserting this into the r difference equation yields the desired

result.

4 ro r2[ i 1 r4)2 _ro--f (rz+ r4)+ o[_-_ (r2 - L2rl+ _0(22- a4_

r 2

+ _ (_2 - z4) _ 0 (C-31)

9

/_r_ _ 21"_r\_
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_2

A _ _ Aw - w

,f

The r differeneQ equation can be written

3

4 ro r2[ 1 i rf) _ __o_o
r° - _- (r2 + rf) + oL_ - _ (r2 - 2=2 (rI + r3)

+ 1 r3)2 = 0 (C-32)
82 (rl-

(_r_ 2 + 213 r\2
using k_/ r _) = 1 on ED,

, ,rl - r3__2 r2(,2- r f_2

-'_T_) + o\ 2 A_ ) =1 (c-33)

Yields

f_
0

and

!p r2 + rf = 2r2 - a2 - la2 (rI - r3) (C-35) '
I

Substituting (C-34) and (C-35) into (C-32) we obtain

_o-_o_ �df'l:_+ ,a_-:_,_, -_.,, ---,_,__,-, �,.,,

a I I I _ i
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Now, point.q E and ,, w_]l be _lpOcJ,qj points _tine4. equation (C-1])

CI|LIIIDI: I)0 (l'|.FOC[]y dllJp] |od Ell.orE'. {JltO Of [|1(_-_[! lll)S],[|O[I[_ C_lll hi'

.gpec.ifLod a,_ known, r E :_ cottat:lnL. Let tm o.xamine sp(,cla[ poLnt C

f2 T , ®

Applying equation (C-lO) ar point O,

r4

+_ (rI - - 4a ffi0 (C-37)

( ) /_r \/dz\Now, applylng _ + r_]_)- 0 along GE wlthout _nvolving fl'

Solving for f2'

f2 = rl + 2_ro(Zo - z4) (C-39)

Therefore, equation (C-37) becomes

o - ror4 + o .... _ 1 + uro(Zo - z4

_T/ + (z° .... 0 (c-4o)

': -L-_TIL_/o .. (:,_.

__j_____.._t 00000002TSA
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'O
b2

f 0 l

14

®
Application of z difference equation yields,

2 Zl + f (z 2 - z4 )(z I _ f)r o

z° = 2( r' ___) (z2 + z4) + (r2o 1) + (ro_+ 1)
0+ l 2 a 2 + 4 2 (C-41)

_ow,along GE,_ _(_)- _,a_)_,d,J(_V_o 0, whichin dtffe,en=efo_ o_nbe
written,

r o_-_-_ A-_"Ar2 - r4/

Solving for f,

f = Zl _ roe(r2 - r4 ) (C-43)

Hence, eqaatlon (C-41) becomes

2 2z I - roe(r2 _ r4 )ro

+ (z2 - z4)[r°a(r2 - r4)l ((:-44)

4(r2oa +1_'_(I!

21_z_2 {_,!__2

i
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Q i2
0

,]"

I 'l'h_ z dJffCronc:c OqunLJon c'all 5c_ wrttten_

_i r2

zo ....... (z2 + _f) + _ (z 1 +2 + 2 + z3)

+

4(r2_ + _-) rz2- *f) ('-i - *3) (c-45)

^pplyi_g2(o_2 /_2

-) ) =1 (C-46)

Solving for (_2 " zf),

1 )
(c-47)

al._o,

zf + z2 _-.2z2 - i a

o (c-48)

Substltutloll of t[loso la._t two equations ].ricoequntion (C-43) Y_e]d,s [lit,desired expression

i l
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2_ o n2/

+ : .... ) - a2 -- ] (zI - z]) 2 ((:-49)/,(r_/, + :, ,, ,2

'fl (_)
- , a •

4

(D
Applying equation (C-22) at po_.t G yields.

ro
- - f2) + 2z + --'-

zl - f2 _I 4 2]+ - _:_ (Zl

f..i,_ we apply r ](_) t,_st-drS/;Iz'_(dz'_
To find - _- O wlihout involving l_],

(°t ^+ _ 5},,,,iV°-',,/ <<:-_>
Solving for f2'

1:2 :-"z].- 2rol_.(r u - r4) (C--52)

S ibsl_It t.J )I illttl ((:--50) y:h'lds

: I I I
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;: t- z 4 2 2

tb

? ]
r + -

I.c,t u:_ examhm the ._pee'lal point at E

,O
P2

Application of equation (C-49) at point E results in,

ro 1. 2 _ _1_ _

= -'7_ 2z2 - _- 2

o
1

+ 2(2,2 + 0 (Zl + f2)

+ Zl - [2 2 i (z 1 f2 ) (c-541

In order to find the fictitious poDlt, f2' we apply

r_j/;)z_ _ \'_]_,-dr]{az_{dz%= 0 on GE, without ll,volvtnp, !'3

q

:. i ] i •
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.... 0 (C-'P_)
A_IJ 2 Ag, r 2 - r °

!;fJl v liil; Ior 12,

12 :_ z I -. 21oct(, 2 - rc_) (c-'i6)

P'hJn] y, M)r;l|lllilt, from t,qezH:hls (C-'_/I)

• '7 =" I'O"(12 - ril)
,= .... O+__.. Z,,

z° ...... ro(r 2 -- r o) 4.......... 2 2
r 2 .i o z _l + 1

o 2 o

+ o ) ((:-57)
2 i

r -l---
o 2

C. Surface Tension

3_.c_2+ 2/'3r_2 1 ...... on AC

LI t-_,/,,,I,/ J.J

If

,o

<D 6
14

Applylug r difference equation (cq. (]31)) at po:lut ¢I wllt, rt f

is a fictitious point outMdc file botlnd;iry

• 1

I i __.._1
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9_

3

o r2 I 1

rO - -_ (rf + r4) + o 2a2
- _ (rf - r4) - -- (rI + r3)

+1
8s2 (rI - r3)2 = 0 (C-58)

in difference form, the free surface boundary condition becomes

/.r 1 - r3_2 r2(rf - r4_2

1

f jr( 2

I - _e + 2 i d__ _ ro (C-59)

We r° drO rl _ r3)/2 A_] 2
o

Simplifying by using a = A_IA_ and defining a ffiA_ yields,

1 r2° (rf r4)2 4a2
(rI - r3)2 + - ffi (C-60)

NOW, examine

,o,,o
As an approximation to this derivative Q is assumed as a constant.

In actuality, Q = f(rf) and rf = f(ro). Expanding

1 d ro

ro dro

yields

I
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Therefore, the finite difference representation for the free surface be-

CO_eS

1 (r 1 r3 )2 + 2 2 4a 2

rf must be eliminated between equations (C-58) and (C-62). Let us de-

fine

X " rf - r4 (C-63)

Equation (C-62) can be written

9

(rI r3)2 + r2 2 4a" . (C-64)

o_ - o_-_, f _+_:20)]
Where

(rl - r3)2 i
Q = ' 2 •--_ (c-6s_

X c_

Inserting (C-63) into (C-58) ylelds

22 3 2 r

-%+_x-_°++_-_o+o _ _>_
o a2 2a2 (rl + r3) - (rl 08a2 (C-66)

_ils is of the form

A'X 2 + B'X + C' = 0

Hence

' i
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-B'+ _/_- 4^'c' (c-67)
X " -- 2A'

where

2'
r

A' = 0T (c-68)

3
r

BT ffi 0
--_ (C-69)

2
Z r

C' = -r4 + r3r. - -_- --S-° + r3) 1 r3)2
o o _ 2 + 2 2 (rl ---8a2 (rI - (C-70)

The sign in front of the square root in equation (C-67) was chosen as

positive since X must be greater than or equal to zero. In addition,

1 _+NT_ r

Applylng z difference equation (132) at point 0 where f is a

fictitious point outside the boundary

2 (f _ z4)(Zl . z3)

to. (f + z4 ) + i ii2 + 1 2 2+ 4 _+

(C-71)

i
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In finite difference form, the free surface boundary condition can be

written,

r2o(f- s4)2+# (_'1- z3)2= 4a2

(,2ol,c-,2,2 1 d re21 +

We We r° dr° r Q* +

where p

2 (f - _4)2
Q* = _ (C-73_

(z I - z3)2

As an approximation, Q* is assumed to be a constant. Expanding

/ r° \

r o

obtaining

drok o,. ro(.o Q* ,c-,,,
Therefore, the finite difference representation along the free surface

becomes

r2o(f - Z4)2 + _2 (Zl " Z3)2 = 4a2

(C-75)

f must now be eliminated between equation (C-71) and (C-75). The man-

ner in which this is done is as follows: Equation (C-75) is solved for

f = Fct(Zl,Z3,Z4). The results are then inserted into equation (C-71).

In thls way, equation (C-71) remains explicit In zo. Actually, It

will be more convenient to solve for the varlable (f - z4) instead of

' I
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f since equation (C~71) can be expressed as,

roZ 4 z 1 + z 3 2ar + (z 1 ~ z 3)

z° =_+r2o +!a 2 2_a2 �Q+ (f- z4)[J 4a_i +-_) j (C-76)

Turning our attention to equation (C-74), ir is solved for (f - z4)

a2r_(f - z4 )2
+l=

(Z1 - z3)2

4a2a 2

(zI - z3)2
(C-77)

2 2 1 1

-_"_._oFy.- _,?_ ls__o_.-_,,_-
._ _ ,-_j_.<::7 +_(zl - z3)"

A new variable T2 is Introduced

22.,.

T2 a ro_Z - z4)2ffi + i (C-78)

(zI - z_) 2

Also, let

CO = 4a2a2 (C-79)

(zI - z3)2

(c-so)cI = i - w-_

2 l (C-81)
C2 We r

o

Making these sul)stltet:ions into equation (C-77) results in a cubic

equation fol T

O0000002-TSBO
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i _ T3 CO C2

Rewriting this as follows:

; T3 + aT + b - 0 (C-83)

Once T is found from (C-83), (f - z4) Is calculated from equa-

tion (C-78) as follows:

L._ _ Zl - z3 _ T2f - z. = -+ - 1 (C-84)oro
i_.

!

'- .... 4
J_ ". I | I
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_I. INFINITE FLAT PLATE/COARSE MESH

4,

C, A
1 K4,ffi3.315

'_=2 4 3.659 2.616 2.258 1.525 1.054 1.024 1.007 1.0
•125 .137 .191 .226 .367 .878 1.45 2.35

zI z2 z3 z4 z5 z6 z7
K+=3. 315

4 3.655 2,616 2.232 1.492 .965 .918 .904 .895
•i00 .109 .152 .181 .306 .814 1.44 2.35

z8 z9 zlO Zll z12 z13 z14 z15
K4,=3.315

4 3.652 2.616 2.212 1.460 .848 .8006 .986 .775
•075 .082 .114 .136 .239 .733 1.43 2.34

z16 z17 z18 Zl9 z20 z21 z22 z23
K4_=3.315

4 3.650 2.616 2.198 1.433 .702 .655 .643 .632
•05 .055 .076 .091 .166 .625 1.41 2.34

z24 z25 z26 z27 z28 z29 z30 z31
K_ffiS.315

4 3.649 2.616 2.189 1.412 .494 ..456 .4474 .447
.025 .027 .038 .045 .085 .45 1.36 2.32

z32 z33 z34 z35 z36 z37 z38 z39
K_-3,315

4 3.648 2.616 2.187 1.404 0 0 0 .447
0 0 0 0 0 0 1.10 2.21

z40 z41

_=0

_r. E C B

%

*d
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TABLE 2. - Concluded.

Test Nozzle Disk Ratlo, Velocity Reynolds Weber Flow

liquid radius, radius, Ro/L of Jet, number, number, cate-
Ro, L, cm/see pVRo/_, oV2Ro/a gory
cm C_

Ethanol 0.75 1.5 0.50 15.4 760 6.2 S
Ethanol .75 1.5 19.] 942 9.6 S
Ethanol .75 1.5 19.9 986 10.5 S
Ethanol .50 1.0 26.4 868 12.2 S
Frec TF .50 1.0 17.7 1996 13.2 S
E_',:aol .75 1.5 28.2 1891 21.0 S
Err, _oI .50 1.0 34.9 1148 21.3 T
Freon TF .50 1.0 23.3 2628 23.0 T
Ethanol .75 ].5 34.4 1697 31.2 T
Ethanol ,50 1.0 46.1 1516 37.4 T
Freon TF .50 1.0 31.9 3490 43.2 T
Ethanol ,75 1.5 41.2 2036 44.7 I
Ethanol .50 1.0 52.3 1720 48.2 T
Freon TF .50 1.0 37.5 4230 59.5 I
Ethanol .75 1.5 47.5 2347 59 6 I
Ethanol .50 1.0 if 85.7 2820 129.0 I
Ethanol .75 1.0 .75 12.7 63C 4.2 S
Ethanol 22.5 ]Ii( 13.3 S
Ethano] I 24.8 1227 16.2 S
Ethanol 27.3 1350 19.7 T

Ethanol 1 29.4 1454 22.9 T
Ethanol ! I 32.0 1580 27.0 T
Ethanol | 35.0 1730 32.3 T

Ethanol 1 _ I 39.] 1930 40.2 I

- I I I
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,S.t.

'I'ABLK 3. - SUMMARY OF PARAMETERS - NORMAL GRAVITY

Tent ltq.td Nozz]e Disk Ratio, Ratioj Webor Reyllohls 6orl _;lt h,,

radhls, radius, Ro/l. |i/R nlLmbPr, Immber. lUmb,,l. R[./H )

Ro, L, o i V2Ro/° ;.VK /;. ,gR_/oCm cnl o

Distilled water 0.25 0.50 0.50 4 121 4775 0.8_2 1,1. ,}i_

,50 .50 20 5261 "J_L.%r

.75 .33 4 4775 2:!.8_

•75 .33 20 5261 24.6_

j 1.0 .25 4 4775 23. i,
1.0 .25 20 5261 25.o
I. 5 .167 4 4775 2o.9t_

1.5 .167 20 526] 2;!. 78

2.0 .125 4 4775 18.42

I 2.0 .125 20 5261 19.]4
.50 .7% •667 2 26 3775 3.42 %. 76

• 75 .667 10 5815 9.2(,

1.0 .50 2 3775 '_.86

1.0 .50 10 5815 9. 17

1.5 .]3 2 3775 h. _1

].5 .33 10 5815 9.47

2.0 .25 2 3775 %.(*3

2.0 .25 lO 5815 8.8.

.75 .667 2 44 4550 1.39 7.o_

.75 .667 5 _300 q.O."

• 75 . h67 10 6350 l(_.qh

1.0 .50 _ 2 455o 8. _t,

I .0 .50 }0 6l]0 ID,41,

1.5 .333 2 4%%() x,]
I. 5 .333 10 6130 II.h.'

2.0 .25 2 6550 i i.xx

2.0 .25 I(t _,I_() I(I._,.'

.75 .667 2 lO? h47(1 _.4l) I _•_'_

1.0 .5(} 2 647o lb. ;

l .(1 .;J(} I0 7_5fI ',_. /I

1.5 . V13 2 h;/(I ,..

l.% , _ I_ ]0 7sql} 'q...
, , ) ,2f%0 _ L h/.]f] 11,, _:

• Z2L .__ J__ .............---- L '5(I Ill 7'_'>n !". I _

i

I
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q

"L'ABI,E 1. - Conrlud,'d.

Test liquid Nozzh' l)i_k _atlo IRatio, Weber llrvnohl_ hoal(l liltI,,,_

racllu., r,ldlu),, Ro/l.I IIIR° nlumbt.r, olumhrr, uum_ , . lepll: I
Ro, I,, iVPRol'" .VR I;, l'gP,_l ' [_[ I

)istilled water 0.25 0.50 0.50 4 235 6573 0,_5

.50 .50 [ 20 i 6922 I_.×n

.75 .33 4 6573 _..:.cl

.75 .33 20 6922 _% _r,

1.0 .25 4 6573 _"

1,0 ,25 20 . 6922 41 . ",r,

1,5 .L67 4 657_ _", .c,,

]. 5 .167 20 .L 6922 I_..'.'

2.0 .125 4 _ 657) _ _.')"

ithanol ,50 .50 4 62,$ 155R ,'.16 I?.O_
.50 .50 20 212_ _,%.W,

• 75 .33 20 212_ !r,.'",
4 _ I55ff II.,4,

• 4 157 2 _(17 .,&. 'I_

I 20 .!I75 II _'

| .0 .25 20 /725 Ih. ,'_,

1.0 .25 4 I) ;)_o7 !_. "
-) -) 2;).'I'

•50 .50 ? 2oo .% o
z, ;!571 .'_,. I .'

10 ._720 ?7.1.'

I' 2o I' ,')5) ,¢).r/ :

.125 .25 2 224 I_57 .54 5-'. _" '
I _) lX66 _'*.'1"

It) 18q2 {-'. "

1' 177 If, 5; '¢',q;

. _C) 4 hm# . ',. ':"

•50 I0 It,')6 ' •f'"
20 ) 17_', '", '-

I .2") :)n l, .' I _ .' i_ ! .'. I'" .". "

1r

[!
...... L__ . ....1.11 - ___" ...... lllli _ ,r I
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Figure2. - Flowpatternas a ft,nctionof nozzle

height.

' "I-L--2L-_i_ __ 2r_+ _ 2r_

Figure 3. - Flowpatternas a function of jet radius.
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,.__ Figure8. - Schematicdiagram
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"=" _. Unflagge0symbols-Anhydrousethanol
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Ratioof jet radiusto diskradius,Ro/L

FigurelO, - Zerogravityexperimentalresults.
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r2(_r_2 -, r, I_...:A(_r_2+ -l :

$" _ _ Freesurfdce

i i i

I

Flatplate J Centerline ,, _o

$=0 _ _.-E- 0 -;
o-0 _$ L .(o=Constant

FigurelP(a}. - Inverseformulationexcludingsurfacetension{r solution)for
infiniteplate.

¢

r- r2 + _E_} --I
• I

Freesurface

r2 + .,. _. _._ ._ _z

g °_ or

_-_=0 z=C

Flatplate Center[in,e , =
'', I " :B
_E) _-z,O ,c; ._-'--0

Figure1,5(b).- inverseformulationexcludingsurfacetension(z solution)
for infiniteplate•
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_o

(_)22(_rX2

_ (GI ,' r= t-/A:
rl_, Freesurface

._r _;_r ](_r_Z+l(_r_ ;_ I

..__.._ I "g
+ "_ r r. discretevalue __

!, basedon L and Ro

Freesurface i Flatplate I Centerline = tp
; (B_=0 (E3 /DI i (C_ r=O-' z

@ 0 _r ' i_p : Constant

_/ \_/

Figure 16(a),- Inverse formulationexcludingsurfacetension (r solutionJfor finite plate.

(G)

Freesurface

,"a_,; r 2 O2z O2z 2 (/z ttz 0" , Constant

I

Free

surface Flat plate Cenlerline ,. ?;

" tl z :0 _ C 6zI

L r2((lz/2 + ('/' / 2

Fi[plret61b)--Inverseformula',ionexch)din_),:,ur|ar.efension(zsolution)
for finile plate.
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{_r_ 2 + r2{_r_ 2 l

\',\, + We r dr _1 + (dzldrl2J

@ ', ®
Freesurface

._ _2 r2 i_ 2 r-- f'_

,_1_ r Discretevalueof r _=
\based on L and Ro

I

Freesurface ' Flat plate i I.;enterline
I _ , , "(#
I | I

' _r=o_ r 0 -JI

,I
I

I

(_r_ 2 2/_r_ 2 ]

_'_'-_' +r t_)= 2 ] d [ rdz/dr ]
1+We rdr t/l+(dz/dr)2

Figure 17. - Inverse formulation including surface tension (r solution)
for finite plate.
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./aL'_z

l ,!tl,,':(d......... ' - -
', k LW_a_i/_;l jj

¢.. ,_ Free surface , A

r. i/__-,,,
=

I:r I :r z/or¢.l(oryol
<_2 r20_p2 _ _ rr_%

N i
g

,,-? ' fixedvalue

._, Bottom_ I Flit plate i .i Too¢
..,_ , , . : . , _o
_E _=O, 'C'J: _ o , ,c, , ,e

, ' I I
r =0 _ '- _rl_' =0 _ ,- r =O

Figure 181a).- Surfacetensionmodel- inverseformulation(r solution).

L Y r"t_z/O_P) J

', Free surface _A_

"202z + b2z, -(_z ¢_z /

"-- I J _ z; C1

z,-cl-,= r _-_ _ -_ -_-.:

Bottom_ i I Flatp,latet Top4; .. . ,rp

(0 / (c!) ,(_) i(c), i (B_
_o= ,:_ozoo ", ,' ",_ ,o

Figure18(I)1.- Surfacetensionm(xJel inver_,eIormulatioa t7 solulionL
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Figure19. - Nodalpointrepresentationfor rec-
tangularmesh.
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- _oZ(rl+ r3)+ 8--_ (rl - r3)2--o

I w, I wH I _

_ (_) 0 _() r-- J

t /j ro

r°4-r°3r2+;nia' )'2-_ (rl+ r3)

+ _(r I - r3)2 =0

Figure20(a).- Finitedifferencerepresentationfor infinitep_ate(r solution).
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i �----"- I_. (t! - z3; Z - z317

_, ,ro(ro_o,-'o) '

Zo= Qo2 2.z.l/ (6") .,]A_o_

a ,_4!

r_ 1
lO t -_ IZ?t 14)+ -z°_ r°21 (z2 �Z41

4 z4_(?| - z3)

I

I_°-_'_-_' I
Fiqure _(I)). - Iinite dilference rc_pr,.,sel)tationIol ih_il_itu plah' It _,ohltior_l.
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-
" -' I I ro2 i.__L__ z=K_o.L_,-,oo<,_--,,!II ,o.-.,--_,,_+z,,,_(,_o_+,>,,,+,,,

+: - "
Iz2"z4i[roaii2"r4)]I I , '+,<2"4{L'o:"'_',,'JI I +----_ (Zl'Z4ilZl-z3'

' '(,o_'+_)!:1 ,(,_oo+_)
I_L I_ i(_

_//{4a --"l I r2z2 + 1 +z_),o.

1

+_) (zl + z3)

i----

+"'""-v{
L

Figure21(h),- Finitedifferencerepresentationfor finite plllteIz solution).
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I 'r'-r 2 lI A,B,CQ .- x2 x = - B + I'_ 2 - 4AC known
2A functions

1
_ 4a2

r2x2+_1 (r1_r3)2 =0

2 2 2Q+r2

+ %2(Q+ %2) I I

® I ,,_ ®

a--A#i3_o_i

r3o 2r__l_1__ ] r-_
r --1/-_" r4_-_-(r2+ r4)+ roLo2 8 (r2- r4)2]

ro 1

- _2(x2(r1 + r 3) + _ (r1 - r3)2 - 0

I I I '_ _')

_-_ _(0 r"0\'- (_) l (_ C(_ r,,0 A

(_)ro- + - __ (r1 + r3)
%4 r_r2 r_ 2a2

1

+ _ (r1 - r312- 0

Figure22(a). --Finite difference representationfor surface tension dominated

model(r solution).
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(Z! - z3) [t_'l- _ Cubicequationfor T of form-z4"_ ar--_- T3+aT+boO
/

1

zo ---- _ + --_-2_.-- r * (f ....

1

11310 1 a=3-_

zo = (z2 + z41

z = -C1
z= C]

1
+ _ (Zl + z3)

+ ] (z2 - z4)(z] - z3)

_ " (c) _R,
I !

ro2z2 k Zo=0 ; ro2Z2z0 =

(z1 + z31 (zI + z31

Figure22 ),_,- Finitedifferencerepresentationfor surfacetensiondominatedmodel
rz solution).
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Velocity . /
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,C: .

JL. • •

,' ' Figure27.- Schematicdiagramof
velocitydiscontinuityoccurring

_ insurfacetensionmodel.

I

3 2 ] 0

Dimensionlessradialcoordinate,r

Figure28. - Numericalsolutionofsurfacetension

dominatedmodel(We=4, RolL ]/2L
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Figure 31. - Comparisonof numerical results
for finite plate - inertial flowwith experi-

ments(RolL= 3/4).
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Figure 33. - Cross-sectionof settling chamber.
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